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Kentucky
welcomes
rainfall

WET'AfSaaj
AFL-CIO
offers
web site
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
AFL-CIO is creating an Internet gateway it hopes will connect its 13 million members
online and serve as a hightech organizing device.
"This will be a revolutionary
tool for communications," said
Morton Bahr, president of the
Communications Workers of
America. "Can you imagine
being able to ask millions of
Internet users to boycott a product or bombard an elected official with protests?"
The Web portal- site, called
workingfamilies.corn,
was
scheduled to be up and running by Dec. 1 and union members will be offered Internet service at no more than $14.95
per month.: The AFL-CIO also
said it will offer members discounted computers, with full
financing, for as little as $600.
The goal is to bring families online for less than $30 a
month, Ray Abernathy, an AFLCIO spokesman, said Sunday.
The Web site will link to the
homepages of the AFL-CIO's
68 affiliated unions. Card-carrying members also will have
access to e-mail, news, weather and an electronic storefront
featuring union-shop goods.

Bernard Kane
Murray Ledger & Times photos

Organization grants
two local wishes

Regulator
claims
exposure
PAQUCAH,JLAPL=federall regulator assigned to
the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant says he believes a
former worker at the plant was
not exposed to tritium on the
job.
"To my knowledge, there is
no tntium used in the United
States Enrichment Corp.. oper'htinrir or anythitty
with the operations here," said
Nuclear Regulatory Commission field officer John Jacob--•son.
Jacobson does, however,
support the United States
Enrichment Corporation's decision to test about 10 current
workers to be sure there is no
hidden tritium danger inside the
plant.
He said the NRC is monitoring the investigation into a
report that a former health
physics technician had a low
level of tritium in his system
when he was tested for a job
at another nuclear facility.
Jacobson said tritium is an
isotope of hydrogen used in
commercial products to make
them glow in the dark. Products that contain tritium include
watches, exit signs and night
scopes of rifles. It also has
been used in nuclear weapons,
such as hydrogen bombs.
The former worker, who was
not identified, left the plant last
spring and was tested in April.
After USEC officials confirmed
the test results Wednesday,
they ordered other_ health
physics technicians to be tested. The results won't be known
until this week.

By BRUCE SCHREINER
•Calloway County JudgeAssociated Press Writer
Executive Larry Elkins has
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
lifted the ban on open.burnSteady rain that soaked Kentucky on Saturday didn't offset ing. However, the state is
months of drought, but loosened now in the fall fire seathe grip of a century-worst dry son and there is no burnspell that parched crops and dried ing between 6 a.m. and 6
up ponds and creeks.
p.m.
Rainfall totals for a 24-hour
period ending Saturday night sur- farmers who watched their crops
passed six inches in part of far wither and livestock suffer this
western Kentucky and two inch- summer.
es in Louisville. Lexington,
"It was a good feeling today,"
among the hardest-hit by the
said Scott LeCompte, a Shelby
drought, received more than an
County tobacco farmer and coinch.
For some Kentucky commu- owner of a Shelbyville tobacco
nities, it was the biggest one- warehouse. "It was a good rain
day rainfall in months, and
brought hope for beleaguered • See Page 2

Although too late to help with the crops, the first significant rain
since late June fell on Calloway County this weekend, providing
-a-welcome reliefto-the drought-stricken area. Clockwise from
top: early Monday morning brings the end of the rain; trees
popped into fall colors; wet streets were a welcome sight for a
change.

Document provides
'how-to' for schools
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -- One
of the most important how-tO documents in Kentucky education is
unknow-ii, or at best a mystery, to
most of the public. '
The Core Content for Assessment, designed mainly but not exclusively for teachers, is a detailed
outline of what students at each
level should know and be tested
on.
"Most people haven't seen it, don't
know it exists, wouldn't know what
to ask for," said Susan Weston,
director of the Kentucky Association of School Councils.
Core content received an uncustomary burst of publicity last week
with news that the word "evolution" had been edited out of sci-

ence guidelines by officials in the stand it and ask questions about
it." state Department of Education.
They substituted "change over
The core content document first
time," as used in this statement of appeared in 1995. Helen Mountjoy,
a "conceptual understanding' sci- chairwoman of the Kentucky Board
ence students should possess and of Education, said teachers wanted
will be tested on by grade 11:
guidance in the absence of a state
"Species change over time. ... curriculum.
The consequences of change over
Core content was devised "to
time provide a scientific explana- help them narrow the universe of
tion for the fossil record of ancient information which they would cover
life forms and for the striking molec- in their classrooms," she said.
ular similarities observed among the
Core content is supposed to be
diverse species of living organisms."
what the name implies — the core,
Parents aware of that expectanot the whole apple, of academic
tion, and hundreds more like it in
curricula.
the core content document, are armed
Cindy Heine, associate director
with knowledge.
of
the Prichard Committee for Aca"It earns their confidence once
Excellence, said problems
demic
they see it," Mrs. Weston said. "It
does make a difference, and it makes
more of a difference if people under- MI See Page 2

Tonight. Mostly clear. Low
around 50. Light wind.
Tuesday.. Partly cloudy. High
around 80.
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FULL BLAST...Freddie O'Bryan opens to full throttle a fire hydrant on South
12th Street early Sunday morning. He and a partner flushed more than 100
hydrants this past weekend.

Horoscope
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her son - who suffers from cerebral palsy - was surprised by
the gift.
"His name was turned in (to
The Dream Factory) by somebody," Sabrinia said."They called
and said that his name had heen
selected for a dream.
"We had heard about- The
Dream Factory, and we've donated (money) to them. But we
didn't know exactly what their
did ... We always thought that
it was jail& Terminally ill-MIdren. But they said that they granted dreams for all types of children," she added.
The Leslies - Ryan, Sabrina,
Roger and Derek - were flown
to Los Angeles, where they met
Schneider.
"John Schneider was absoluteSabrInla.
ly wonder101, not
"He took us to the Johnny Rockets Cafe and took us for a ride
in the General Lee ..: He spent
about three hours with us."
The trip also included a tour
of Universal Studios.
According to Sabrinia, the trip
was a dream come true for Ryan.
"Ryan's a happy child," she
explained. He goes to school
every day, and he was excited
to tell his friends about the trip."
Sabrinia said her family would
stay in touch with the organization.
-We plan on participating in
the events that they hold," she
said. "We realize what they do
now ... There's a whole lot of

MI See Page 2

Patton, challengers
disagree on plans

IE Ir f l 11--1 E i.

Classifieds

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
For almost 20 years, the Dream
Factory has brought joy to the
lives of many seriously and chronically ill children in the Purchase Area.
That good will was recently
extended to two local children
- 13-year-old Ryan Leslie and
11-year-old Austin Turner, both
of Murray.
--The Paducah-based organization'Tounled in Decemi- of1980, grants the wishes of seriously and (or) chronically ill
children from the ages of 3 to
15.
Founded in Hopkinsville, the
Dream Factory has since spread
across the United States with
over 50 chapters in existence.
The primarly volunteer-led organization has served over 50,000
individuals.
. Leslie and Turner were the
latest recipients-of the Dream Factory's generosity - produced
through donations and fund-raising events each year.
A fan of the 1970s40s television show "The Dukes of Hazard," Leslie wasafforded an allexpense paid trip to Los Angeles, Calif. the week of Sept. 6
to meet one of his idols.
In Los Angeles, Leslie was
introduced to John Schneider, who
played Bo Duke on the hit TV
series. Tom Wopat, who portrayed Luke Duke, was unavailable because of previous commitments.
Ryan's mother, Sabrinia, said

`-".••••,....•-•••••

Gov. Paul tion law needs an overhaul.
FRANKF&T, Ky.(AP)
Nailah Jumoke-Yarbrough said _KenPatton's four challengers in the Nov. 2
election favor reducing the income tax tucky is too dependent on fossil fuels
paid by working poor and none favor and urged preventative measures to cut
the cost of government programs.
expanding gambling in Kentucky.
Republican state Rep. Hoby Anderson
They also disagreed with Patton that
the state should increase the gasoline tax. of Flatwoods, who is running a write-in
Patton said Kentucky is ranked 46th low- campaign, said Kentucky should shift a
portion of the tax going to clean up
est in gas-tax receipts.
The five candidates squared off in a underground storage tanks to the state Road
recent survey published Sunday in The Fund.
Most of Patton's challengers opposed
Courier-Journal. They opposed or placed
low on the priority list Patton's "Bucks gambling expansion because of the social
for Brains" program aimed at attracting ills it could bring.
Patton said Kentucky is already feelscholars to state universities.
Republican Peppy Martin said she ing the social ills from the six out-offavors giving tobacco settlement money state casinos located at its borders. Those
only to tobacco growers and workers. casinos are also taking in between $200
Martin said she also favors raising the million and $300 million annually, he
level _ that people report and pay income said. But he stopped short of endorsing
gambling.
taxes.
Patton said regional universities should
Reform Party candidate Gatewood Galget
a greater share of the "Bucks for
braith accused Patton of favoring "rich
road contractors" with a gasoline tax hike
and that the state's workers' compensa- •See Page 2
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Leaders disagree on
need for tax reform

•• •

(AP) - Excerpts from Core
Content for Assessment, a guideline for what students at each
level of school should know and
be tested on:
Writing portfolios, primary
through grade 4, with assessment at Grade 4:
Personal writing — focuses on
the life experience of the writer.
Personal forms in the portfolio
may include a personal narrative
focusing on the significance of
a single event or memoir focusing on the significance of the
relationship of the writer with a
particular person, place, animal
or thing.
Characteristics of personal writing may include:
—Development of ideas based
on personal experience.
—Sensory details.
—Writer's thoughts and feelings.
—First person point of view.
—Dialogue where appropriate.

Physical science, grades 5-7,
with assessment at grade 7:
Properties and changes of properties in matter:
A substance has characteristic
physical properties — density,
boiling point, solubility — that
are independent of the amount
of the sample.
A mixture of substances often
can be separated into the original substances by using one or
more of these characteristic physical properties.
The chemical properties of a
substance cause it to react in
predictable ways with other substances to form compounds with
different characteristic properties.
In chemical reactions, the total
mass is conserved. Substances
are often classified into groups
if they react in similar ways.
Chemical elements do not break
down during normal laboratory
reactions such as heating, exposure to eelctric currents or reaction with acids. Elements com-

bine in many ways to produo2
compounds.

arise when educators lose sight of
the apple and get fixated on the
"Algebraic ideas" of math,
core.
grades 6-8, with assessment at
"For some schools, that becomes
grade 8:
the curricula, and they don't go
Students Will perform the folbeyond," Mrs. Heine said.
lowing mathematical operations
The Prichard Committee, a
and/or procedures accurately and
statewide advocacy group, tries to
efficiently and explain how they
broaden the public's understandwork in real-world and matheing of core content as part of the
matical situations:
training in its leadership institute
—Simplify numerical and algefor parents.
braic expressions.
—Solve simple equations and
Mrs. Weston, who conducts the
inequalities.
training, said every school should
and
equations
—Model
create a statement about which
alge(e.g.,
for
concretely
responsible
inequalities
is
class
or
-grade
bra tiles or blocks), pictorially
delivering every piece of the core
(e.g., graphs, tables) and abstractcontent.,
ly (e.g., equations).
For example, a seventh-grade
—Use variables to describe
social studies teacher may be
patterns.
numerical
The
geography.
responsible for
—Represent and use functions
teacher's lesson plan and curricuthrough tables, graphs, verbal rules
lum .should be molded accordingand equations.
that
But
ly, Mrs. Weston said.
—Write and solve equations
responsibility should also be facrepresent everyday situations.
that
tored into the planning of the
develteacher's own professional
Kentucky State PTA President heart, looking at these documents,
opment.
cipals when other things will be
Judy Conrad said parents are get- and they're asking questions," she
She tells parents to find out learned.
not always underWhen they begin asking those ting bolder about using documents said. "We may
whether schools are teaching core
it out on the
putting
but
stand,
Core
like
Content.
becomstart
will
content by checking the work their questions,"parents
-hooTS in the
sc
for
good
c
tali&
process,"
kids bring home in backpacks and ing part of the change
run."
long
to
things
these
taking
"They're
by observing the work posted on, Mrs. Weston said.
walls at school.
••
She tells them to visit teachers
to find out what children will learn
From Page 1
in their classes and to ask primgrains, and could begin to replen- go before it gets to the. warehouse.
because it fell slow and it soaked ish ponds used to water cattle, he And the moisture will definitely
make a difference in the color of
said.
in the ground pretty good."
the
tobacco."
late
too
The rains came much
The rainfall was timely for farmSaturday's
rainfall followed the
season,
growing
tobacco
the
for
ers planting wheat and other small
but the moisture provides good driest July, August and September
conditions for farmers still wait- this century in Kentucky. The state's
ing to strip their crop. Farmers average rainfall for those three
Presented by
strip their tobacco by pulling the months was 5.74 inches this year,
Glendale Place
leaves from the stalks and putting less than half the 12.15 inches
in bales to take to market. normally expected for those months
them
1001 Whitnell Dr.
Christy Mattingly
moisture also will darken in an average year, Tom Priddy,
The
Murray, KY 42071 -1 040
Marketing Director
the color of the burley, making it a University of Kentucky meteorDEPARTMENT HEADS
more desirable to tobacco compa- ologist, said recently.
Pat Waidley with the National
LeCompte said.
nies,
Walter L. Apperson
Publisher
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do
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Alice
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Wilson
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Managing
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According to researchers at Laval
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and
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University in
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Fax (270) 753-1927
release said.
jects who were taught such lifestyle
the breaking and entering of anothRates
Subscription
when
changes as only going to bed
Elsewhere, Bonnie Douglas,
er store and two homes.
All subscriptions payable in
tired and avoiding watching televireported that three bottles of preMasotr
Rob
Tire
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advance Home delivery 6 days a
sion, reading. or eating in bed slept
Road reported Friday that some- scription drugs valued at $78 were
week
better than they previously had.
one broke into 16 trailers on the taken from her home at Mobile
1 month S6.5016 months $37.50
Moreover, they maintained the
store's lot and took several car Home Village off Bailey Road,
improvement lon_ger than people
$75.00
3 months $18.7511 year
and truck tires, according to a the release said.
who took sleeping pills. The study
sheriff's department press release.
On Tuesday, Jack McElwain
1 YR. $98.00
BY MAIL
shows that older adults can learn to
The number of tires and their reported someone entered his Radio
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sleep better by making certain
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lifestyle changes. '
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PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) 'Kentucky's tax system either needs an
Overhaul or fine tuning, depending
on which state legislative leader is
asked.
House Speaker Jody Richards,
D-Bowling Green, said Kentucky's
system is mostly fair and only
needs minor changes.
Senate Republican Leader David
Williams of Burksville said it suffers from years of minor changes
made in the last 20 years.
"Our tax system has suffered
from 1,000 cuts. Each time we go
to Frankfort, someone wants to cut
a little here and a little there. Republicans and conservative Democrats always want to cut taxes, but
it shouldn't be done that -way,"Williams said.
They made their comments in a
forum sponsored by the Kentucky
League of Cities, which attracted
about 1,000 city officials from
throughout the state. The meeting
at the Julian Carroll Convention
Center ended Saturday.
A task force is currently studying Kentucky's tax structure.
Richards defended Kentucky's
tax structure, saying it is balanced.
"If you want a tax system that ts

fair to the people ... if you want
people who make mbre to pay
more, then our system is not really
that bad," Richards said.
Richards noted that state taxes
have been cut $350 million over the
last four years. Those came through
changes in the inheritance tax, income tax and property taxes on
cars.
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,And he said that food, prescription drugs and utilities are exempted from sales tax.
The only changes he suggested
were to eliminate property taxes on
automobiles and eliminate the income tax for people making less
than $15,000.
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Williams said the-wealthY have
benefited the most from past tax
cuts. And he said the growth of
Internet sales could reduce future
state sales tax revenues.

the
"There are all sorts of things out
there because our society is changing. Our tax structure has to change
with it," Williams said.
Both predicted that i!ie state
property tax on automobiles will be
eliminated in the 2000 legislative
session.
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"We got I southerly flow thatbrought moisture from the Gulf,
and upper-level disturbance helped
keep the flow of moisture over
us," he said.
The heaviest rains fell in western Kentucky, where Paducah
received 3.77 inches during the
24-hour period ending at 8 p.m.
EDT Saturday, the weather service said. Rainfall was heavier elsewhere in western Kentucky.
At Columbus-Belmont State
Park in Hickman County, 6.54
inches fell in the 24-hour period,
said Rick Shanklin, a meteorologist at the National Weather Ser-

vice office in Paducah.
For farmer J.W. Goodwin, his
summerlong wish for rain was
answered in 24 hours. Goodwin,
46, said Saturday that five inches of precipitation fell in his part
of' rural McCracken County during the day.
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In Louisville, 2.27 inches of
rain fell at Louisville International Airport during the 24-hour period, the highest such total Since
late June, Waidley said. Louisville's
rainfall deficit for the year 'was
3.85 inches, so Saturday's precipitation brought the city much closer to normal, he said.
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From Page 1

about Austin," she explained."They
(The Dream Factory) contacted me
work they (volunteers) put into
and said that he had been selectthis organization."
ed for a dream.
Austin's dream was granted dur"We decided ow Disney World
ing the last week of September.
because he loves lights, music and
Turner - who suffers from Hayaction. They made all of the
Wells Syndrome, which has taken
arrangements for us."
away - his speech - w.as _afforded --- Austin and his family were
vacAtioo to_DisneyWorld ALL._ lodged at the -Give- -tire' Kids -the-"'
Orlando, Fla. the week of Sept. World Village in Orlando.
26.
"That was just totally unbelieBeverly Turner, Austin's moth- veable," said Beverly. "They offer
er, said The Dream Factory learned everything imaginable to these kids.
of her son's medical condition It was like a home away from
through a doctor's office.
home."
"We had taken him to Clegg
The Turners were provided with
Austin's office, and they said The free tickets to Disney World and
Dream Factory had called them spending money for the entire trip,
as well as tickets to other attractions in the Orlando area.
"It was wonderful," she said.
"When you have_a_child thes in
From Page 1
Austin's condition, you're not sure
Brains" program that provides how much he's able to compreendowments to state universities hend. But he was all smiles durto hire distinguished scholars. Most ing the trip.
of the money now goes to the
"They gave him one-on-one
University of Kentucky and the Uni- attention everywhere we went.
versity of Louisville.
Everybody went out of their way
Patton also indicated that health to make this trip special for him."
insurance is probably the greatest
Beverly said her family was
problem, but offered no ideas for grateful to The Dream Factory.
making such coverage more avail"It's wonderful that they can
grant the wishes of these chilable.
dren," she said.
While the Dream Factory has
survived on a volunteer and nonprofit basis for nearly two decades,
area coordinator Janice Harris said
the organization needs the support
of the Purchase Area.
"Ninety percent of the money
we raise goes to the children,"
she said. "We're a volunteer organization, that is sponsored through
donations. We have to have that
support if we continue to operWellness Center - Located in a separate, relaxing enviate."
ronment. Co-ed & women only classes.
Interested persons should conclasses.
tact Harris at (270) 442-9393 or
send donations to The Dream Factory, Inc., P.O. Box 2333, PaducFamily Center Expanding programs for the whole family!
ah, Ky. 42002.
Larger Babysitting area & longer hours!

Officials investigate theft
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A weekend fire burned an Orr
Lane tobacco barn and the nearly two acres of leaf in it.
The barn, owned by Willie Orr,
was fully involved Saturday night
when 14 Calloway County FireRescue members arrived in five
trucks, a CCFR spokesman said.
Firefighters battled the blaze
about 1 112 hours, but the barn
and the 1.8 acres of tobacco, owned
by James Orr, was destroyed, the
spokesman said.,
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Disputed shelter seeks reopening

PEOPLE
Kaelin Settles lawsuit
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The man who became the nation's
most fungus house guest during the O.J. Simpson murder trial,
Brian "Kato" Kaelin, has settled his $15 million libel lawsuit over
the National Examiner's headline: "Cops Think Kato Did It!"
Kaelin's lawyer, Gary Bostwick, wouldn't Say how much Globe
Communications Corp. agreed to pay. The settlement was entered
into federal court records Friday.
Kaelin was Simpson's house guest when the former football
star's ex-wife and her friend were stabbed to death in 1994. Simpson was acquitted of criminal charges but later found liable in a
civil trial.
The National Examiner headline ran a week after Simpson was
acquitted.
While the tabloid argued that it never accused Kaelin of murder and "it" in the headline meant perjury, a federal appeals court
last year ruled that the headline alone could be grounds for libel.
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Ventura makes exception to comments
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — Minnesota Gov. Jesse Ventura says
he -wooktswanrittr-rsptinfr-of as-sisted- -suicide-rite Vere-..reinr:
nally ill
an exception, he says, to his comments in Playboy
magazine that he has "no respect for anyone who would kill himself."
Another exception he makes: if someone were so mentally ill,
they couldn't judge what they were doing.
- -Otherwise, suicide makes no sense because if someone is at
the point of considering suicide, "it can only get better," Ventura
said.
The professional wrestler turned politician made the comments
Sunday in a taped interview for ABC's 'This Week with Sam
Donaldson and Cokie Roberts."
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Neal watches film
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) — Patricia Neal says she watched herself
in the 1951 science-fiction classic "The Day the Earth Stood Still"
for the first time on a wide screen Saturday night.
"This reminds me of the Oscars. I love it!" the 73-year-old
Academy Award-winning actress told the cheering crowd that gathered at Omaha's Indian Hills Theater, which has a 70-foot screen.
The celebrity screening was a benefit for a local child advocacy organization.
Former child star Billy Gray, who played Neal's song in the
film and later starred in the television series "Father Knows Best"
as Bud, escorted Neal to the show.
One of her many fans, Ron Barta, told Neal: "You still have
the sexiest voice I've ever heard."
"Thank you, dear," Neal replied. "Keep spreading that rumor."
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Disney movie to open
NEW YORK (AP) — What could the director of such dark
and moody films as "Eraserhead" and "The Elephant Man" possibly see in the tale of an old man who rides his lawn mower
across Iowa?
Tenderness, says bavid Lynch, the director of the new Disney
film "The Straight Story," due out Friday.
"I responded to the emotion in it," Lynch says in The New
York Times' Sunday editions.
"I felt its yearning for pure,"wintense feeling represented something that was in the air. I don't know what's in the air is also
a desire to have a break from sex and violence or, rather, a yearning for more tender, more direct storytelling."
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PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
pickup truck carrying Hispanic
migrant workers ran off a highway and crashed near the BallardMcCracken county line, resulting
in all 16 people aboard being taken
to local hospitals.
Sgt. Jim Smith of the McCracken County Sheriff's 6epartment
said it appeared that the driver
fell asleep.
Smith said the people aboard
were headed to South. C.,ar_
and then on to Florida. He said
it appeared that some of the workers had entered the country legally, but others might not have.
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Smith said the pickup dropped
off the right side of U.S. 60 Friday night, then traveled 184 feet
before crashing into a dry creek
bed. .1*
Ten of the injured were taken
to Western Baptist Hospital, and
six were taken to Lourdes. A Western- Baptist •ntfrsing supervisor said
eight of the injured were treated
and released, and two were admitted and were in stable condition.
A Lourdea.,nursing supervisor
said all six were admitted, but
three patients had been discharged,
and three were in stable condition.

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The
Mary G. Copeland Home for Children wants to __reopen after state inspectors forced it to shut down
amid claims that employees allowed
sexual activity among the children.
The 16-bed, non-profit shelter,
founded in 1994, accepts children
under the age of 10 removed from their homes by the state. Usually
the children are the victims of
abuse or neglect.
State inspectors removed the
shelter's children in June after concluding that inattentive employees
allowed widespread sexual activity between the boys and girls. The
Copeland Home has denied the
allegations.
If an Oct. 25 appeal hearing
in Frankfort does not go the shelter's way, and the case moves into

Fayette Circuit Court, delays could Under the terms of its lease, the
last another year Or more.
state can force the Copeland Home
That could-force the shelter-to to vacate the property — leaving
close its doors permanently, said behind a $1.5 million building —
Copeland Home board member if it's no longer in the child-care
Thomas Bullock, a Lexington business.
lawyer.
Genie Hart, the shelter's founder
"We're a non-profit, sure, but and president of its board of direcwe still need money to survive," tors, has refused to publicly comBullock said. -What we're going ment on the shelter's finances. And
to do next, whether we can sur- the Copeland Home hasn't finvive, is largely 'up to the state."
ished its 1998 non-profit tax return
The shelter already is hundreds for the Internal Revenue,Service.
of thousands of dollars in debt Lawyers for the shelter have asked
and banks hold heavy mortgages the IRS for an extension until
on its land and buildings. Any Nov. 16 so an internal audit can
income was cut off when the. state be done.
removed the children it was being
Despite falling deeper and deeppaid to house and feed.
er into debt, Hart two years ago
The state Finance and Admin- announced plans to build a largistration Cabinet owns the 40 acres er,-3645ed -facility. The land •—•
on which the Copeland Home -41:1acres bought by the Finance
recently finished a new building. and Administration Cabinet for

$300,000 — was leased for 99
years, as long as the Copeland
Home used it to care for children.
Hart recruited local celebrities
to help raise funds, including University of Kentucky men's basketball coach Tubby Smith and
his wife, Donna. However, the
shelter still had to borrow $525,000
in May to finish_ its $1.5 million
building. For its loan, Central Bank
USA in Louisville received a mortgage on the new shelter, its contents and its state lease.
It is unknown how much the
shelter been able to chip away
from its nearly $800,000 in mortgaged debts over the past two
years. As of 1997, the Copeland
Home had only $284,374 in assets.
It now also has the $1.5 million
building, but the 99-year state lease
puts severe restrictions on that.

Ford Educational Center opens
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Wendell Ford, who retired in January after 24 years in the U.S.
Senate, urged local youths to learn
about and stay involved in local
government as he spoke at the
opening of the Wendell H. Ford
Government Education Center.
"Politics is an,,honorable Profession," the Daviess County Democrat and former Kentucky governor declared. "But this center will
not be worth a red cent unless
we have your help and you tell
your children and your grandchildren how important it is to b
yome
involved."
Ford presided over a ribboncutting ceremony' Sunday, then
showed visitors around the 6,000square-foot center on the second

floor of the Owensboro Area Museum of Science and History. U.S.
Senate Minority Leader Tom
Daschle, a South Dakota Democrat, and Sen. Ted Stevens, an Alaska Republican and chairman of
the Senate Appropriations Committee, were among those who
spoke at the event.
"We celebrate two things,"
Daschle said. "The career of a
public servant who has dedicated
his life to our democracy and the
opening of a new opportunity for
all people throughout Kentucky to
see democracy come alive."
Stevens said he expects the center to inspire young people to enter
public service and to serve as a
model for others like- it.
"I think people will come here

from other states to find out how
this center came about," Stevens
said. "It's an awesome experience
to be part of the U.S. Senate, and
it's something young people should
aspire to do, preserving the democracy of this great country," he
said.
Daschle said Ford "understood
the importance of going to Washington to stand up for your people. "I wish I had a nickel for
every time I've heard about the
people of Kentucky," Daschle said.
"Whether it was coal or tobacco,
you name it, he was talking about
it."
That's one of the reasons'Johnny and Bea Westerfield say they've
never-missed a chance to. vote for
Ford.

Colt might end retail gun business
NEW YORK(AP)— The Colt's
Manufacturing Company, inventor
of the six-shooter, plans to stop
taking orders for most of its retail
handguns so it can limit its liability in lawsuits, according to
published reports.
The company plans to reduce
dramatically the number of commercial weapons if- mikes and
focus instead on selling mainly to
the military, law enforcement agencies and Collectors, who account
for the bulk of its,business.
oli 144-yen-old retail gun
business effectively will be stopped
and the company will cancel seven
product lines, partly because it is

having trouble paying suppliers,
an unnamed senior Colt's executive told The New York Times in
today's editions.
The executive told the Times
that Colt's can no longer acquire
loans to pay, for manufacturing
because of lawsuits that "could be
worth zero, or a trillion dollars."
The-West HartTord,-Conn, company faces 28 lawsuits from cities
and counties. blaming it for gun
violence.
In February, a federal district
court jury iriliTeirv-Yetk City foundthat the marketing practices of
Colt's and eight other gun manufacturers made them liable for
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shootings with handguns obtained
illegally.
Colt's will lay off as many as
300 of its 700 union workers in
Connecticut, Newsweek magazine
reported in its Oct. 18 edition, citing unnamed industry sources.
The company sent a letter aboutits new strategy to its 19 distributors- last- Week arid-is- notifying
3,000 U.S. dealers, the Times said.
Sales to civilian consumers account;
ed for about 30 percent of Colt's
business, the newspaper said.
Th'eIresident and chief exe'eutive of Colt's, Steven Sliwa, could
not be reached for comment by
The Associated Press.

"He's the best thing that ever
happened for Kentucky," said Johnny Westerfield, who knew Ford
before he forayed into politics, when
he was selling insurance for his
father's agency in-Owensboro. Bea Westerfield was impressed
with the new center and its userfriendly features.
"I think it's the best thing for
young people I've ever seen," she
said. "When I was in school, I
loved history, and I hope this will
teach them to love history."
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With an interest rate like this, using the equity in your
home to send him to college can make you both smarter.
A home equity line of credit from Union Planters allows you to borrow money as many times as you
need,and in most cases, the interest is tax-deductible. Stop by any location or call 1-80b-285-7362 to
learn how the house he's been in for 18 years can help him leave for the next four.
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OAKWOOD STUDIO
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'IMPORTANT FACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW: 7 25°0 Annual Percentage Rate i.APRi iS available for applications received by October 31. 1999 at Union Planters Banks in the Kentucky Counties of
Ballard Butler Calloway Graves. Livingston. Marshall. McCracken. McLean. Muhlenberg and Ohio All applications are subject to approval and must meet certain rtlIflIMUM credit standards to
obtain these terms Consult a tax advisor about tax deductibility Property insurance is required Available on owner-occupied dwellings only Minimum line amount is S5 000 The initial APR of
7 25°, will be in effect for one year and is not based on an index plus a margin Pus is a variable rate plan where 1 year after the loan origination date the rate will be set by adding a margIn to the
index On July 7 1999 the APR would have been 9 10°, if the index of the monthly average yield on US Treasuries acbusted to a constant maturity of one year as made available by the Federal
Reserve Board. 5 10°0. plus the margin of 4°, were used The maximum rate under this program is 17 25°, www unionplanters corn DCopynght 1999 Union Planters Bank Member FDIC
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Still a long way off
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — It
is a legislative truism that "tax
reform" is in the eye of the beholder.
As former Rep. Joe Clarke, who
was chairman of the House Appropriations and Revenue Committee
in Ole ciene.ral i::sern.bly_ for
generation used to say, tax reform
i.W hen my taxes get cut and
never mind what happens to anybody else.
Tax reform has a certain political cachet, in part because it is
often linked to some larger policy goal. It may be to make taxes
inure progressive — those with
more pay more and those . with
less pay -less — more conducive
to attracting certain types of
employers, or any other policy
aim. Sometimes reform can be an
end all by itself, not just the means
- to an end.
But almost by definition, reform
iii‘olves raising some taxes and
low-ering others. And while the
tax-lowering part is almost always
easy, it i5 the flip side that is
problematic. "
-,S(-;it is that tax reform is almost
always a topic of discussion and
almost never a topic of action.
That is unlikely to change in--Kentucky anytime soon.
•
When the latest discussion group
was formed six months ago —
the Subcommittee on Tax Policy
Issues — it was an effort by the
Chairmen of the House and SenAte tax-writing committees 63 start
the talk again.
Sen. Benny Ray Bailey, D-Hindman, wanted to do more than talk.
"I wanted to do a comprehensive tax reform proposal." Bailey
said last week "I've been told so
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MARK CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer - many times we can't do it. I still
hope to do that. Maybe you can
and maybe you can't."
There are certainly enough tax
ideas already on the table. Take
the state portion of the property
tax off motor vehicles. Raise the
gas tax. Lower the ,income tax on
those who earn the smallest wages.
Collect the sales tax.on items purchased through catalogs, the Internet and off the television.
-When you start getting into
the details of that, it gets more
difficult," said Rep. Harry Moberly. D-Richmond, chairman of the
House Appropriations and. Revenue Committee.
"Total tax reform is a delicate
issue," said House Democratic Caucus Chairman Jim Callahan of
Southgate, a member of the tax
subcommittee. "Everybody can
agree we should have comprehensive tax -reform, -but nobody
can agree on how you're going
to pay for it."
Complicating an already complicated situation is the fact that
several tax cuts have been enacted in the last decade. And those,
plus a burgeoning state government, have revenue estimates for
the coming few years short of
what budet-makers say they will
need.
Senate Republican Leader David
Williams. who is now the top dog

LP

• ------in the Senate, said that sort ot
piecemeal approach to tax policy
may have a dual-edge. While
appeasing some who want tax cuts,
it has eliminated some of the options
for balancing an overall tax plan.
At the same time, the cutting here
and there could actually force the
state to,take a look at the whole
tax picture.
"It could happen in the next
12 months if people keep knicking and knacking on the thing."
Williams said.
While it is the General Assembly that will have to vote on a
tax 'plan, Williams said it will be
up to a governor to take the lead.
"You're going to have to have
an administration bunch that focuses on tax reform and takes the
lead," Williams said, "And is willing to take the barbs and arrows
that are going to go with it.
"Until that happens. we-can study.
and prepare for that day."
Two things may still hold out
_hope for some proposal in time
for the 2000 General Assembly
session. The lifespan of the tax
policy study, that was due to end
this month, has been extended to
December.
And the Patton administration
will soon be receiving an updated study of the state's tax structure that was first conducted in
1995

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Sept. 30 - The Seattle Times, on underage
drivers:
Those who griped about Washington's new .08
• bluod-alLyhol limit will rub their eyes-at-the-blood- alcOhol limit for underage drivers: Blowing a .02
is enough to lose your license and ruin your driving record.
For most people, that's one drink or less.
This fall, state agencies are busy beefing up a
media campaign about the state's tough underage
drinking and driving laws, adding billboards, banners, school posters and newspaper ads. This is a
necessary step or aws wit suc spec' ic an
lasting consequences for young drivers.
• Drivers under 21 w ith a blood-alcohol content
of .02 to .07 lose their license for 90 days. They
also face higher insurance premiums, legal fees
and- fines; As a misdemeanor offense, it carries a
maximum fine and jail time of $1,000 and 90
days.
Those who refuse the test lose their license for
a sear.
In King County alone. 661 drivers aged 16 to
20 have been arrested under the tough new standard since January. Washington state has the utmost
responsibility to ensure its younger designated drivers know they're a traffic stop and a Bud away
from the damning label of a drunken driver.
Sept. 29 - The Post and Courier of Charleston,
S.C., on peace in Algeria:
Ahdelaziz Bouteflika became president of Algeria without a popular mandate last April because
all the other candidates withdrew on the eve of
election day, charging prearranged fraud. He received
a mandate of a sort earlier this month when 98
percent of the voters approved a referendum that
asked a simple question: bo the Algerian people
want peace?
Si,nce then.'there have been signs that a country that appeared lost to barbarity may be emerging-from the- dark. ...
But there can be no justification for the atrocities -committed in- the name of Islamic fundamentalism.
Only now is there a glimmer of hope.that the
'horror may be ebbing. The referendum also gave

popular backing to an amnesty law that allows
militants who,do not have blood on their hands
to return to society. Algeria may' be coming out
-of its tunnel Of-telt-or.Oct. 4 - Times-Picayune of New Orleans, on
NASA taking a pounding:
Check and re-check your calculations until you're
sure they're absolutely right.
If scientists for NASA didn't learn that lesson
in the sixth grade, they're certainly aware of it
now.
he space .agency lost contact with the Mars
Climate Orbiter on Sept. 23, just as the $125 million probe started circling the red planet. ... One
team of scientists in Colorado calculated data ...
-in pouricli.—A—s-e-cond team in California assumed
that the measurements were in newtons.
•
Because of the error, the probe got too close
to Mars and either broke apart or burned up in
the atmosphere. ... The mission ... cost taxpayers
a lot of money. ...
Even people who can't distinguish physics from
phys. ed. know that the metric system is standard
in most scientific endeavors. In that context, the
error is harder to understand. ...
Oct. 4 - The News & Observer of Raleigh,
N.C., on rebuilding after Hurricane Floyd flooding:
Now that everyone from kindergarten kids to
the president has seen the awesome power of eastern North Carolina's normally placid creeks and
rivers, it is time to apply common sense to the"
rebuilding of that battered region.
Developers, homeowners, business people and
government leaders alike need to keep uppermost
in mind the sobering fact that a flood as enormous as the so-called "500-year flood" that followed Hurricane Floyd could come again next
month or next year. ...
With that reality in mind — and thr sight and
scent -of miles of floodwaters reeking of raw
sewage, oil, chemicals and dead animals to drive
it home — it makes no environmental, business
or any other kind of sense to make the same mistakes again.
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A new kind of patient
WASHINGTON (AP) — Louis
Garcia's eyes seem a little yellow. He feels fine, but his wife
worries his new cholesterol medicine might be causing a side
effect.
The medical student assigned
to his case asks if Garcia drinks
alcohol, orders some tests and
sends him home to await the results
— he has no other symptoms.
But a few days later, Garcia
arrives at the emergency room at
5 a.m. with a fever and abdominal pain. This routine case of jaundice suddenly got worse — he needs
emergency drainage of his bile ducts
and may have cancer.
Teaching medical students how
to deal with a tricky case like
Garcia's is -getting more difficult
in today's health-caie environment:
With more outpatient care and shorter hospitalizations, there's less time
for hands-on learning about certain illnesses at the side of the
experienced physician.
Textbook instruction on how to
handle various symptoms cannot

WASHINGTON TODAY

LAURAN NEERGAARD
Associated Press Writer

faint curve in the spine of a female
virtual patient clearly shows, a
sign of her bone-destroying osteoporosis.
The simulators "won't replace
real patients by any means." McGee
stresses. But they give student_doctors more practice with conditions they may not see enough in
medical school, so they're better
equipped before treating your family.
Harvard is programming virtual patients with conditions rang:
ing from HIV and chest pain to
depression and pregnancy.
They're like flight simulators
that pilots use — better to learn
by hurting a virtual patient than
a real one.
sta
'lildeed, "The simt-itatofs----pose
experience of diagnosing a mys- numerous pitfalls for would-be docterious complaint, choosing a treat- tors, whose every decision, and
ment and getting the patient through every mistake, is analyzed.
sometimes side -effect-pro le
r"Yonjust-O-ffeied $740 oliiiiiiecapy.
essary medical tests," the simulaEnter 'Garcia: He's a "virtual tor interrupts at one point.
patient," a cofnputer simulation , Another lesson: Plan ahead. Take
based on a real patient treated by virtual patient Carolyn Smith, a
Dr. James McGee, a gastroen- 79-year-old who fractured a hip four
terologist at Beth Israel-Deaconess years ago but complains that "I'm
Hospital in Boston.
still wobbling" and seems to be
He's so sophisticated that diag- getting shorter.
nosing and treating him is pretty
Classic osteoporosis signs, so
close to a face-to-face doctor visit. you ask about calcium in her diet,
Type in a question about Gar- osteoporosis in her family and
cia's health and a videotape of whether she's ever taken estrogen,
him answering immediately pops a hormone that protects women's
up. An actor was taped answering bones. You examine her spine and
every question Harvard Medical run a few tests, including ruling
School's physicians and professors out a bone-weakening thyroid probcould think of.
lem.
Student-doctors conducting a
"Whoa," the simulator says,"you
"physical exam" see close-up video forgot to order a mammogram."
of the patient's body. Even the A breast X-ray for a bone corn-
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worried patients.
Smith's
mammogram,, for
instance, Ends a slight abnormality that a radiologist might merely want to re-examine in six months.
A frightened Smith demands a
biopsy. At some point, the med
student realizes that salving a
patient's feelings can be worth an
unnecessary test.
And one day Smith's teen-aged
granddaughter accompanies her to
the "doctor'Knowing• osteoporosis is in the family, a good 'student-doctor will wheedle out of
the girl the admission that she
chooses Coke -o-vor-milk and shuns
other calcium-rich food like broccoli.
"We want to teach how to work
with people to prevent disease,"
McGee explains.
Some medical schools already
use various types of simulators,
but Harvard says its version is
more lifelike, allowing multiple
patient interactions over time and
numerous outcomes.
They're expensive, costing over
$200,000 each to create, funded
mostly by the nonprofit Macy Foundation.
But Harvard says the virtual
patients are important enough that
it currently is negotiating to create a library of simulators available for every medical school.
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plaint? Yes, because if you ultimately prescribe bone-protective
estrogen, you first need to know
she is free of breast cancer that
that hormone can stimulate.
Virtual patients even teach the
art of talking with and educating
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DEATHS
•

Cayton Earl Bridges

Clayton Earl lridges, 57, West Fork Road, Almo, died Sunday,
Ott. 10, 1999, 6:30 p.m. at his home.
He was in tt Auto Supply business and a member of Northside Baptist Ctorch at Almo. Born July 9, 1942, in Cadiz, he was
the son of Cliton Bridges and Inez Lancaster Bridges.
Survivors isclude one daughter, Mrs. Teresa Wicker and husband, Keith, klmo; one son, Kenny Bridges and wife, Davida,
Murray; five grandchildren, Denisha Bridges, Jordyn Bridges, Shania Bridges, Nhitney Wicker and Shauna Wicker; his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Clfton Bridges, Cadiz.
The funeal will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Ftneral Home. The Rev. Brett Miles and John Dale will
officiate. Banal will follow in East End Cemetery, Cadiz.
Visitaticn will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Tuesday.

Mrs. Connie Jones
Mrs. Connie Jones, 98, Murray. died Saturday, Oct. 9, 1999, at
1:40 a.m. at West -View Nursing- Home, -Murray.
Her husband, Dewey Jones, died in 1961. Born April 4, 1901,
in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late F. Peter
Parks and Laura Jones Parks.
Mrs Jones was a member of First United Methodist Church of
Murray and of Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern S:ar.
- -Survivors include one son, George Jones and wife, Sara Lee,
Baton Rouge, La.; three grandchildren, Thomas Jones and wife,
Sally, Robert Jones and wife, Jo Anna, and Laura Jones Webb
and husband, James; two great-grandchildren, Michael Jones and
Jennifer Jones.
Graveside services will be today at 2 p.m. at the Murray City
Cemetery. The Rev. Larry Daniel will officiate.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from I to 2
p.m. today (Monday).

Bob Atkins
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Bob Atkins, 61, Puryear, Tenn., died Saturday. Oct. 9, 1999, at
Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
A self employed livestock dealer and auctioneer, he attended
Oak Grove Baptist Church. Born Feb. 21, 1938, in Puryear, he
was the son of the late Taylor Atkins and Lela Gray Wilson
Atkins.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Pam Young and wife,
Tony, Springville, Tenn., and Mrs. Leslie Hayes and, husband,
Brad, ML Vernon, Ill.; one stepson, Bill Spe-e4
k-nnifer,
Murray; two brothers, Joe Atkins and wife, Shelby. Murray, and
Bill Atkins, Cannel, Calif.; six grandchildren: J.R.. Zeb and Chance
Young, Jim and Woodrow Young, and Bill Wade Speed.
'The funeral will be today at 1 p.m. in the LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. The Rev. H. D. Hudson
will officiate. Burial will follow in Puryear City Cemetery..

Mrs. Grear Cochran Owens
Mrs. Grear Cochran Owens, 85, FultiOn, died Friday, Oct. S.
1999, at Parkway Regional Hospital, Fulton.
Her husband, James Chandler Owens, one stepson, James H.
Owens, and two brothers preceded her in death. She was the
daughter of the late Felix L. Cochran and Maude Lou Cochran.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Martha Tuck, Fulton; seven
sisters, Mrs. Geniece Ragsdale, Sheffield, Ala., Mrs. Grace Arnn,
Sikeston, Mo., Mrs. Joella Parrott, South Fulton, Tenn., Mrs.
Jeanette Thurmond, Mrs. Rebecca Pinion and Mrs. Lois Sullivan,
all of Union City, Tenn., and Mrs. Ouida Osborne, Murray; six
brothers, Ellis Cochran, Brownsville, Texas, Claude Cochran,
Lewisville, Ohio, Marion Cochran, Jackson, Tenn., Wayne Cochran,
Troy, Tenn., and Dovid Cochran and Larry Cochran, both of Union
City; seven grandchildren; 16 great-grandchildren; one great-greatgrandchild.
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of White
Ranson Funeral Home, Union City. The Rev. Melvin Poe will
officiate. Burial will follow in Obion County Memorial Gardens.

Unabomber
speaks to'Time'
(AP) YORK
NEW
Unabomber Ted Kaczynski insists
in an interview that he is not
crazy, and says he would have
preferred the death penalty to life
in prison.
"I'm confident that I'm sane,"
he tells Time magazine in its Oct.
18 issue, on newsstands Monday.
"I don't get delusions and so forth.
"I had very serious problems
with social adjustment in adolescence.... But it would have to be
distinguished between an organic
illness, like schizophrenia."
The interview coincides with
the imminent release of Kaczynski's book- "Truth Versus Lies,"
published by Context Books.
Kaczynski was sentenced in
1998 to life without parole for
conducting an anti-technology
bombing campaign that killed three

people and injured 22. He pleaded guilty to avoid a trial at which
his lawyer had planned to offer
an insanity defense. But the guilty
plea also saved him from being
sentenced to the death penalty.
Asked about the prospect of
spending life in prison, the former Montana forest recluse says
he is not optimistic about life in
general. "I do not want to live
long. I would rather get the death
penalty than spend the rest of my
life in prison," he said.
Kaczyinski also spoke about his
brother, who turned him into authorities. When asked what he would
say to his brother, David, Kaczynski replies: "I would just turn my
back and wouldn't talk to him." He says if their roles had been
reversed, and he had suspected
David of being the Unabomber,
"I would have kept it to myself."

CONGRATULATIONS
Lynn Grove, Almo, Pottertown,
Harris Grove and New
Providence fire departments!
Rate Change Effective 11/01/99

753-4703

BOY SCOUTS OF
AMERICA
GOD, FAMILY, CITIZENSHIP
Give your son the gift of scouting.

Sign up - Oct. 14th • 6:00 p.m.
Ellis Center, Murray
1st Grade - 18 years and Volunteers Needed

Questions - Chad Jenkins D.E.• 759-0982

&Er Ws Pink You
Swum rxE
WREEL or
CimixtrrrUSED
CAR OR rRtreic

Billy Gene Bradley
Billy Gene Bradley, 62, Calvert City, died Friday. Oct. 8. 1999,
at 2:20 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
He was a member of North Marshall Church of Christ and of
Lodge No. 401 of Free and Accepted Masons at Briensburg. His
father, Vernie Bradley, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Chadwick Bradley; four
stepdaughters, Mrs. Debbie Poynor, Murray, Mrs. Elaine Schroader, Dexter, Mrs. Sandy Barrow, Gilbertsville, and Mrs. Teri Hollis, Calvert City; one stepson, James Dennis, Fulton; his mother
and stepfather, Lucille Clark Wyatt and William Wyatt; nine stepgrandchildren; seven stepgreat-grandchildren.
The funeral was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck &
Cann Funeral Home, Benton. Brown Grover officiated. Burial was
in Marshall County Memory Gardens.

L.O. (Bird Dog) Miller Jr.
L.O. (Bird Dog) Miller Jr., 68, Erwin, Tenn., formerly of Hardin,
died Friday, Oct. 8, 1999, at the Johnson City Medical Center,
Erwin.
A veteran of the U.S. Navy, he was a graduate of Murray State
a-driiiiiis
.ti-ition.
a degree in busines
University WhereHe retired in 1991 from Nuclear Fuel Services as a director of
purchasing with 20 years of service.
Mr. Miller was,a _member of the Tennessee Baptist Men's Association where he was active in disaster relief projects; Hardin
Burkley Masonic Lodge; the Unicoi County Democratic Party; and
Promise Keepers. He served on the board of directors of the
Erwin Emergency and Rescue Squad and the YMCA. He was a
member of First Baptist Church, Erwin, where he served as a deacon, Sunday school director, usher and treasurer.
He was the son of the late L.O. Miller Sr. and Pansy Phillips
Miller.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. JoAnn Ryan Miller; two daughters, Mrs. Nancy Griffith, Erwin, and Mrs. LeAnn Rodriguez, Old
Hickory, Tenn.; three sisters, Mrs. Mary Theobald and Mrs. Matye
Ward, Paducah, and Mrs. Nelle Cole, Benton; four brothers. Harold
Miller, Bobby Miller and Mike Miller, all of Benton, and Jim
Miller, Mt. Vernon, Ill; two grandchildren; one aunt.
The funeral will be today at 4 at First Baptist Church, Erwin.
the Rev. John Wood will officiate. Burial will follow in Evergreen
Cemetery with Valley Funeral Home of Erwin in charge of ai.ungements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Baptist Men's
Association, P.O. Box 728, Brentwood, TN 37024-0728.

1997 Chevrolet Cavalier - St. # 00036.1 2D, Auto,
$6,995
A/C, T/C, Red, 62,000 miles

SERVICE NEWS
Army National Guard Pfc.
Mitchell D. McClain has entered
basic military training at Fort Jackson, Columbia, S.C.
During the eight weeks of training, the soldier will study the
Army mission and will receive
• instruction in drill and ceremonies,
weapons, map reading, tactics, military courtesy. military justice, phys-

ical fitness, first aid, Army history and traditions and special training in human relations.
McClain is the son of Larry
D. and Brenda K. McClain of 511
Broad St., Murray.
He is a 1994 graduate of Calloway County High School, Murray.

• ,.,
Prices as
of 9 a.m.
77% + I
38,-I,
22% une
64% +'.
12% +Y.
43'. +'
74% +%
94% -1,
34 +3.
.
.+3
39u
64%.+1.
49'.

Stock Market Report
Dow Jones Ind. As g...I0692.19 + 42.43 Intel
30% -% Kroger
Air Products
AT&T
LG E
43'.-1. Lucent Tech
Bell South
56%
Briggs & Stratton
Mattel
Bristol Myers Squibb -76% +%. McDonalds
58 + 1. Merck
Caterpillar
,
73r.+1116 Microsoft
Daimler Chrysler
43%.+".
Dean Foods
J.C. Penney
731/. +116
Exxon
Pfizer, Inc
26% +%.
Firstar
Quaker Oats
52r.
+%,
Ford Motor
124%.-114 Schering-Plough
General Electric
Sears
69 +
General Motors
28%.+%. Texaco
Goodrich
. Time Warner
50% +1
Goodyear
21%.
A Union Planters
/
4
B
HopFed Bank* ....211
114''.+1i UST
IBM
.57% -% Wal-Mart
Ingersoll Rand
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock.
unc - price unchanged

$19,995

1997-- Mercury Cougar XR7 St. # 00069.1 v-s, Blue,
P/W, P/L, T/C, Power Seat, Cassette, 31,000 miles

$12,9951997 GMC Jimmy - St. # 639229.1 4D,4WD, SLE, V$17,995
T/C
6, PM.

SINCE

maroon, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, 52,000 miles

$10,986
1996 Ford Ranger Ext. Cab XLT - St. #00135.2
$9,995
Tan, V-6, A/C, PS/PB,62,000 miles
1996 Chrysler Sebring Lxi Coupe - St. #502.1
$10,995
White, V-6, All power, Leather
1996 Ford F10 Eddie Bauer Pickup -St.
#99146.2., er luefTan, At,PS/PB, 41,000 miles

$11,976
1995 Chevy Stepside Pickup - St. #00103.1 v-8,
$8,995
PS/PB, A/C 59,000 miles

61%. +',
65'1

1995 Chrysler Sebring Lxi - St #99002.3 Blue, V-6,
Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L, T/C, 43,000 miles $10,995

.30'.
54':

1995 Ford Thunderbird LX - St. # 99266 2 V-8,
$7,995
P/W. P/L, T/C, 73,000 miles

441.'Q
HILLIARD
Ll'ONS

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

1854

Our Best Investment Is You.
Lyons, Inc • Member

St.#00088.1 White, Diesel, P/W, P/L, T/C, NC,
79,000 miles

1997 Dodge Intrepid -St. #99215.1. 3.5 L., V-6,

Investments Since 1854.

J J.B. Hilllard, W

1997 Ford F250 Ext. Cab XLT Pickup

1995 Nissan Altima SE - St. #00017.1. Auto. A/C.
$7,986
P/W, P/L, T/C
1995 Ford Windstar GL - St. #99395.1. Tan, v-6.
$9,450
auto., P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise

NYSE and SIPC

1994 Pontiac Bonneville SE - St.# 99221 2 All
Power, Leather, 79,000 miles

RING AID SALE

1994

Ford

$995
7
;
F150 XLT Ext. Cab Pickup - st.

00079.2 Black, V-8, Auto, A/C, PM,PI, 78,000
miles

$9
/1"99
8, 5
1994 Plymouth Laser - St. #00106.1 A/C, PS

Custom Made-In The Ear

HEARING AIDS

Auto

$ A151
1994 Lincoln Continental - St. # 99356.1 Silver,

With This Coupon

$650.00
and up
Expires October 31
Check Out Our Completely -In -The -Canals Aids

• Finest Professional Service
• Batteries/Repairs All Makes

Call Today For Your Hearing Test!

(270) 753-8055

1994 Ford F150 Ext. Cab XLT Pickup

Snowbirds-You CAN Take It With
You!
Have The Murray Ledger & Times forwarded to your winter nest.
and keep up with hometown happenings.

Hearing Rehabilitation
206 South 4th • Murray

00135.5 White/Silver, V-8, Auto, A/C, P/VV, P/L, T/C,
$11,995
54,000 miles

1994 Dodge Intrepid - St. # 99398.1. White, V-6,
$6,995
Auto, NC,P/W, P/1_, T/C, 80,000 miles
•

All Vehicles Subject To Prior Sale

Only $69.50
for a 6-month subscription.
Call today, 270-753-1916

( "Whatever It Takes. We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company." )

r

Founded 1876

STONE-LANG CO.

#
sr,450

Power, Leather

Pt-Pftst;ecf

Mu it ÀY

LEDGER & TIMES
P.O. Box 1040 • 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY 42071-1040

Dodge
Dodge Trurks

Dodge

2400 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816

-

0
1141{1%11K

Plymouth
9

76

.
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Ladies plan
golf play

•

JO'S DATEBOOK

Just \AI

Ladies, of the Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m.
Anyone not listed in the lineup may come and be paired at
the tee.
Th1Ti11p Ts-- as 'follows:
—
Tee I - Frances Hulse, Sue
Outland, Diane Villanova and Ve
Sevems;
Tee IB - nine holes - Beth
Belote. LaVerne Ryan, Louise
Lamb and Beverly Reuter
Tee 3 - Peggy Shoemaker, Freda
Steely. Toni Hopson and Lisa Carver;
Tee 4- Barbara Gray,Anna Mary
Adams, Norma Frank and Rebeca Landolt;
Tee 5 - Inus Orr, Evelyn Jones.
Veneta Ward. and Ann Brown:
Tee 8 - Marilyn. Adkins, Rowena Cullom, Edith Garrison and
Carolyn Sanning.
Winners of golf play on Oct.
6 have been released by Jenneye
Sue Smock, hostess, as follows:
Championship - Betty Jo Purdom, first, Frances Hulse, second;
First flight - Inus Orr, first,
Jennifer Crouse, second;
Second flight - Peggy Shoemaker, first. Ann Brown, second;
. Third flight - .BarharaCira.y._
first, Rebec4.:a Landoll. second.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

4nother special event planned for the area will be the Arts
on the— Square scheduled for - Saturday, Oct. 23, fronr, 4 to 9
p.m. Featured will be local artists whose works will be displayed in store windows around the Murray courtsquire.
Children's Sidewalk Chalk Art Display will start at 4 p.m.
The festival will include live music, dance, theater and food
from 5 to 9 p.m. Performers scheduled to appear include Jackson Purchase Dance Company, Box of Frogs Children's Theater
Company and Main street Murray's Men Who Cook.
This will be sponsored by the Business Council for the Arts
and Main Street Murray.
CLUB OFFICERS -- Serving as officers of the Murray Woman's Club for 1999-2000 year
are (from left) Virginia Randolph, recording secretary; Martha Cratton, second vice president: Mary Ann Russell, first vice president; Lois Pharris, president; Susan O'Neill, corresponding secretary; and Naomi Rogers. treasurer.

Association collecting for hurricane victims
The Blood Riser Baptist Association is collecting items for the
hurricane victims in North Carolina.
-These items will be received
at the association office, located
at the four Way stop in Hardin,
from 9 a.m. to 4 pm each day
through Monday, 0ct-T87.
The items will be delivered to
Wilson, N.C.. that week. Wilson

SUBSCRIBE

0640*.4
.4: NI r

is the town where two dams broke
and flooded the area.
The Kentucky Baptist Convention Disaster Cook Unit is stationed there now and is furnishing 50,000 meals a day by operating 24 hours a day.
This unit -1r:operated—by—vat
unteers from Baptist churches all
across Kentucky.
Here is a list of items that will

be received for this area:
Bottled water, disinfectants,
detergents, bleach. gnmonia, mops,
heads, brooms.
mop
extra
squeegees. sponges, trash bags,
paper towels, rubber gloves and
buckets.
For any questions concerning
this special service, call the Blood
River office at 437-4203 during
office hours.

Mk OPEN

0
0
'MEEKLY

MURRAY FAMILY YMCA

COVERALL

•
0

808 CHESTNUT

013;593Y

$50000

"•••••.„,

STREET • MURRAY

Nig.
vin
Cards starting:
at S10.00 1
Peatunng nightly

'

K of C Hall, Squire Hale Road
A Non-profit Charitable Organization L

Plays 12

Games

.specials at $I per card or V for three Special car-y 0.er 7.
Refreshments candy and FREE popcorn served
1

•It
*

•CP
..•••

Woodmen of the World Lodge 728 will meet tonight (Monday)
at 6 p.m. at the Log Cabin Restaurant. Members are asked to bring
canned food for Need Line.

Eastern Star meeting Tuesday
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will
meet Tuesday at 7:30-wIL—ar the Masonic Temple. New offieers
will be installed. All Eastern Star members are invited.

Programs planned at library

IAAP reservations due today

,Deticious
RAILROAD DINING CAR FOOD

Play K of C Bingo every Tuesday Evening 7pm

Lodge meeting is tonight

:Praying for Our Enemies" will be the program theme for the
meeting of the WMU of Grace Baptist Church on Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. at the Fellowship House. Brenda Wilson and Inez Harrison
will be- hostesses. Members are reminded to bring toilet paper to
send to Hospital Hospitality House in Louisville as the mission
action project for October.

e 4
a
7—f2f2
'7

staYs

Alzheimer's Disease Education/Support Group will meet Tuesday
at 4:30 p.m. in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board Room.
The theme will be "Communicating" and a video, "Explaining
Techniques Caregivers Can Use" will be shown. Free sitter service will be provided by Shared Care Adult Day Care Program but
call by today at 4 p.m. at 753-0576 or 762-1537. For information
about the group call Cindy Ragsdale LSW at 762-1108.

.Grace WMU will meet

Begins at 6:30 p.m.

PROGRESSIVE

Alzheimer's meeting Tuesday

Calloway County Public Library will have Baby and Parent/Adult
from 9:30 to 10 a.m. and Toddler and Parent/Adult from 10:30 to
11 a.m. Tuesday; Parents and Twos from 9:30 to 10 a.m. and
Preschool Story Hour from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m. Wednesday. For
more information call Sandy Linn, Youth Services Librarian, at
•
753-2288.

SPEEL7HALL
/

By
Rain(

Reservations for the annual Bosses Day luncheon on Oct. 18 at
the Murray Woman's Club House should be made by today (Monday) by contacting. Mary Ann Hargrove at 762-6465. No monies
will be accepted at the door.

sEtraixi'm
Railroad Dizter
EtESTILTJEtikikrr
Lunch & Dinner• Thursday - Sunday

Delta meeting Wednesday
Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club is scheduled to
— at 2 p_m_ at the club house. Janice Thurman will
rnea_wednewiy
present a program on "Women's Health - Questions and Answers."
Hostesses will be Vanda Gibson and Janice Weaver.

HaLirdixtx eloixtlierit Railroad
Sit.“-te Fecnyve 130, Hardin.,33-ir
437-4200

Scout sign up Thursday

m
MINNETONKA

Boy -Scouts of America will have a sign up on-Thursday at 6
p.m. at the Ellis Center, Murray. This is for boys from first graders
to 18 years. Volunteers are needed. For information call Chad Jenkins D.E. at 759-0982.

MOCCASINS

West View plans activities
Special events for the residents of West View Nursing Home
include Coffee Hour at 10 a.m., Bingo at 2 p.m. and MSU time
at 6:30 p.m. on Tuesday; Bible Class at 10 a.m., Room Games at
10:15 a.m. and West View Singers at 2 p.m. on Wednesday; Mending Ladies at 9 a.m., Gospel Hour at 10 a.m., Room time at 10:30
a.m., Bingo at 2 p.m. and Pet Visit at 3:15 p.m. on Thursday.

Lariat Leather Additions
Men & Women Hardsole
afts of Distinction from the Southwest

s

When You Need More Than
Assisted Living"

WU
505 Stadium View Dr.
ncial Assistance For
Qualified"

1100 CHESTNUT
MURRAY

753-1133

Southwest meeting Tuesday

3029 Butterworth Rd.(299 South)
Near Stella,just off Hwy. 121 North
14 Varieties Potted

Also available at the Garden Path
1608 Hwy. 121 N. Bypass • 753-0508
(across from Hickory Log Bar-B•Q)
Check out the sale inside the shop too!/

Curves Offers... •It's exclusive
Quickfit exercise circuit
Quickfit allows you to perform
aerobic exercise and strength
training at the same time.
'Women only *friendly
caring environment

JOIN NOW!

759-3400
1608 Hwy. 121 By-Pass

bad a ki

araistai NIL 12 ma c.4 prwm.

•

East meeting on Tuesday

489-2462
•

JEANS GETTING A BIT TOO TIGHT?
Let us RELP...
We're "Downsizing"
At..

Southwest Elementary School- Site-Based Decision Making Council will meet at 4 p.m Tuesday in the school counselor's office.
Principal Dr. Mary Lou Yeatts invites the public to attend.

*60% Off
Service Fee

•

East Elementary School Site-Based Decision Making Council
will meet at 5 p.m. Tuesday at in the teachers' lounge. Agenda
items include PTA, "CATS" scores, SACS application, NAEP Testing, Standards 2002 and Title I Conference. Principal Patsy Whitesell invites the public to attend.
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HealthNOTES
by Dr. Brian K Gaw
SPINA BIFIDA
Spina bifida is a serious birth may need other srugeries and
defect that occurs when teh extensive medical care, as the
spine fails to close properly condition can cause bowel and
during the first month of preg- bladder problems as well as
nancy. It affects about one out hydrocephalus, the accumulaof every 1,000 babies born in tion of fluid in the brain. Most
teh United States. A perma- children born with spina bifida
nently disabling condition, now live well into adulthood.
spina bifida results in paralysis
Dr. Brian K. Gaw is a local
below the open area. Within 24 pediatrician affiliated with
PURCHASE
hours of birth, babies normally JACKSON
undergo surgery to close the MEEDICAL CENTER. His
office is located at 220
back, which helps miniWest Walnut, Mayfield,
mize the risk of infection
KY. For appointments or
and preserve existing
emergencies call
spinal corn function. People born Jackson Purchase 270-247-8100.
with spina bifida
Medical Center

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

753-5227
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

qi
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Just when you think you have ocean.
the most relaxing and perfect vacaAfter having decided to go to
tion planned -- nature has a way the beach for the day, they dressed
of bringing you to your knees.
and left with their friends to have
Two weeks ago, Todd and Lindy some breakfast at a small "café" Before the killer quake of Sept. 30, Puerto Escondido was
Van Sickle left their two children, on the beach. After breakfast they
the picture of beautiful landscapes.
Alex and Richard, with Lindy's went for a leisurely walk along
parents, Annie and Richard Knight, the beach .and then into town to_ belief seeing'the damage IA what ico they had a two-hour car ride
and went off without a care in catch a taxi to take them to anoth- the earthquake had -caused, they to the city of Huatulco which they
the world for Puerto Escondido, er beach to spend the day.
went into a total state of shock. had heard conflicting reports of
Mexico.
As they reached town they quick- The damage, that they witnessed whether it was passable or not.
Two friends of theirs who live ly found a taxi. They had been was that of roads torn away in
The morning after the earthin Canada, but _also have a house driving along the "bumpy" roads sections, homes and businesses with quake, Friday, Oct. I. they were
in Puerto Escondido, knew that for no more than one minute when complete structural damage, and determined to get back home. They
the Van Sickles love to scuba dive, the driver came to an abrupt halt some completely collapsed.
first tried to get a plane out of
so it sounded just right for all of in front of a three-story bank and
When they finally reached the Puerto Escondido, but any and all
them.
they noticed people running out house they.were staying, they were flights were full. (Puerto's airport
Todd and Lindy felt as though from the bank screaming. Their shocked to find that it had suf- is roughly the size of Murray's
they had discovered one of Amer- first thought was that the bank fered the damage that it had. The airport)._
41
—
ica's "best kept secret" resorts.
was possibly being robbed, until pool at the house was half empThey then ,knew that if they
Puerto Escondido is a city of Todd screamed, "EARTHQUAKE! tied of the water it had contained, were to get out of Puerto Escon18,000 people, not too different -GET OUT OF THE CAR!"
not because of cracks* in it for it dido they must travel by 'car to
in size to Murray. The people they
The few seconds that it took had none. but because .the earth- the city of Huatulco and fly, out
met were mostly all Mexican, with for all of them to get out of the quake had shaken it out like you of their airport. The roads that
the exception of a few surfers and car seemed to last an eternity. might shake a full glass of water they traveled had cracks up to (Top) This scene greeted
Europeans who make Puerto their Todd looked up at the building to to. empty it.
two feet wide that the car had to Lindy and Todd Van Sickle
home. Spanish is the language of see that it looked like a child was
They walked around the house straddle to make it over them. and their friends when they
chi 6
- -Ind very few could com- shaking a toy village, for it was to assess the damage created by The bridges had been torn away returned home after the earthmunicare in English. Puerto Escon- incomprehensible that the earth the earthquake and realized that from the roads themselves, most quake. (Above) This home
dido is located in Southern Mex- itself could do this to any struc- it would not be 'safe to stay in it. unnerving, said Lindy.
was hard hit by the Sept.
ico, around 280 miles southeast ture.
One of their neighbors who lived
They did finally arrive safely 30th earthquake in Puerto
of Mexico City.
They immediately began to run only a few houses down invited at the airport in Huatulco. As they
Escondido, Mexico.
Really, Lindy described Puerto up a hill away from the building them to stay with her as long as got out of the car and stepped
Escondido as so beautiful with and any falling debrIS -with peo- necessary.
—onto the sidewalk, they-- glanced
stretches of beaches and rain for- ple frantic and screaming_all around
The nejghbor sustained no struc- around only to discover that anest.
them. They heard eleenic lines tural -dainage for she had a one aftershock had begun yet again.
They planned to leave on Fri- snapping, buildings exploding, and story home; but any valuables she A street sign was shaking clearly
day, Oct. 1, so for their last day, total hysteria all around.
had in and around her house had and lasted for several seconds. At
Thursday, Sept. 30, was to be
The earthquake itself lasted for been thrown out onto the ground that moment all they wanted to
several minutes, about three min- and broken.
filled with total pleasure.
do was get in the air,
The day began with the sky utes to be exact, although it seemed
They spent the afternoon helpPuerto Escondido was the epilooking slightly gloomy, but with- much longer. Lindy said that when ing her clean up what the earth- center of the 7.5 earthquake. For
in an hour or so the sky began you run in an earthquake, the dis- quake had destroyed...
those that do not know what an
to clear and became a promising tance you might normally cover
Puerto Escondido was without epicenter is, it is the center of
sunny day.
on stable ground is taken away much of their electrical power and which the earthquake is created.
Todd and Lindy planned to from you by the shaking of the . water, so they endured a night of The magnitude of it was so great
scuba dive, but they decided to earth beneath you.
total darkness.
that it was felt even in Mexico
spend the last day on the beach.
After they had stopped running
It was the longest night of their City which was 280 miles away
The dive they were to make was they desperately. needed to speak lives. The only thing to do was from Puerto Escondido.
to be two walls slightly parallel to a local as to what to do, but to wait out the night to see what
Among the deaths was a 126ther, and diving to a there would be no communication thelpirlowing-d-ay would Iv-Mg-them. year-old little girl who suffered a
depth of 100 feet. The walls made with any one near for they could
There was no sleep or rest for heart attack from the shock, reportnot find the words in Spanish to them that, night for nothing could ed by a Mexico City newspaper.
up the actual "Fault Line."
They later discovered that had do this.
calm any of them. The slightest They were told that an earthquake
they been diving-that-day, they
Alacir„ friends mui,s__Auluid__ciiu,se_ahruftt__I-c.-ection. of-this magnitude- would take-out
would have been in the fault line spotted- a man in a car stopped in • - from theirr a city the size of San Francisco.
When the disaster actually hit. They the traffic that lived up the road
They endured two after shocks
Lindy gave me this terrifying
would most definitely not have from the house where they were that exening that were of sub- encounter of the earthquake in Puersurvived it, for they would have staying in and asked if he could stantial size. Just as they thought to Escondido. She says those membeen crushed to the bottom of the help them. He gave them a ride they had survived a terrifying dis- ories of Thursday, Sept. 30, 1999,
FEATURED ARTIST
ocean. They found out that the to a road leading to the. house aster, an aftershock would come will forever haunt Todd and her.
Centre of Dance
'beach they were to swim from and they were forever grateful.
and take away the sense of relief. For sure it an experience that they
/14 S 5th St.• 753-6807
for the dive had fallen into the
As they looked around in disIn order for them to leave Mex- hope to never encounter again.
--T-
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BRIDCIL REGI511(-1
Jennifer Anderson-Ross
& Keith Ross
Brooke L. Brigham
& Joseph Smith
Deanna Brooks
& Michael Beane

Always look both I
ways before
crossing the street.'

Amy BtibCherry
& Lucas Cherry
Kelli Eastwood
& Andy Sprague
Angela Fairbanks
& Robert Carpenter
Emily Forbes
& Trey Small
Erin Grogan
& Dennis Marquardt
Catherine Grunert
& Jared Lassiter
Summer Hill
& Jason Grogan
Mary Maddox
& Rick Mullins
Julia Owens
& Jesse Spencer
Courtney Robinson
& Clint Moon

Debi Henry

Group plans area festival
Between the Rivers, Inc. has
!scheduled- an area.-wife- Family
and Friends Festival" for Oct. 16.
, The day will begin with a 9
a.m. service at the old Golden
Pond Baptist Church on Highway
68 near Golden Ponds. Signs will
be posted.
The. activities will continue at
'Fenton Special Events area in the
,Land Between the Lakes at 11:30
a.m. with opening speaker, Hon.
Bill Cunningham.
This will be followed by live
music, native Between the Rivers
storytellers, Award-winning Poet
Tony Crunk reading from his poem.
"New Covenant Bound," displays
of Between the Rivers photographs
and artifacts, and more.
The basket lunch/potluck will
begin at noon. It is free and open
•at

to the public.
Anyone -with knowledge of-theBetween the Rivers area or who
wishes to share memories or memorabilia is invited to participate.
Also, anyone interested in learning, preserving and protecting the
history of the area is invited to
join in the fun. '
For more information contact
Shara Parish at 270-928-4410 or
270-395-7145.

ads•

getting engaged,
vharried or
having ail
anniversary?
Let the
Ledger know.

trail

Nicole Smith
& Christopher Brandon
Heather STOW
& Art Bailey

Award nominations sought
The Humane Society of Calloway County is currently solic
iting nominations for the Keith
Heim "Humanitarian of the Year"
award.
If you know of someone who
has done an outstanding deed in
assisting an animal in need, please
let the society know about it

now. '
Entries written'in- 25• words
or less for your nomination should
be mailed to The Humane Society of Calloway County, P.O.
Box 764, Murray, KY 42071, or
call 436-2603 or 492-8838.
The deadline for entry for this
award is Oct. 18.

Buckle UP When riding. Its the law. s
Get Your
.Auto Insurance
From An Agent
Who Cares As Much
About Your Coverage
As You Do.

Miranda Rogers
& Billy Smith

DenD
6Decevatin INTERIORS
Window Treatments • Carpet
Upholstery • Bedspreads

Leslie Waugh
& Josh Wessel
Dada Zielinski
& Jason King

Saturday,Oct.23
Murry Court Square
4 p.m.to 9 p.m.

Pirlimports
Chestnut St., Murray • 753-1851

SHO

sensaTio

Furniture • Accessories

753-1184 or 759-1776
We come to you

Pamela Clark

GIB

INBURANCE

Yaw- partner In protection

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.

Call
753-1916
Tony Boyd

302 N. 12th St
Murray
753-5842

BRAND NEW LOCATIO
SAME EXCELLENT SR CE

The Essential VI Spa.
-Massage Therapy -Facials AVEDA
& OPI• Aromatherapy • Sugaring
1311 Johnson Blvd- • NIsir

F1B7%—.37'60

•

JUST
FOR

BOSS
Show your boss how much you appreciate him with a gift from
English FarmsTM Specialty Foods
Let us help you choose a unique selection of coffees, teas, popcorn tins,
chocolates, sauce mixes & more designed to suit the male or female
boss. We'll even gift wrap & deliver your selection locally at no extra
charge form purchases of $15.00 or more)—
Boss'Day Friday, October 16th

eittgash
lath & Arcadia

C11

For Career opportunities, Call
753-0921
753-6909(Fax)

the Caieer liack at

1-888-399-SHOE

Best Copy Availl

-
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Racers bombard Martin 6244

MARK YOUNG Ledger 8. Times photo

TURNING THE CORNER...Murray State's Shadrach Jackson gets a block from offensive lineman Ron Brown in Saturday's
62-14 Ohio Valley Conference win over Tennessee-Martin at Roy Stewart Stadium. Jackson rushed for 108 yards while
Justin Bivins rushed for 116 as the Racers improved to 2-1 in the OVC and 2-3 overall.

By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Tennessee-Martin's good start
was nothing compared to Murray
State's awesome finish.
The underdog Skyhawks stunned
MSU by taking a 14-10 lead after
one quarter, but UTM's glory was
to be short-lived.
The Racers rolled off 52 unanswered points to crush Martin 6214 Saturday night at Roy Stewart
Stadium to,improve to 2-1 in the
Olio Valley Conference and 2-3
overall.
"We're very pleased with the
outcome; This is a very timely win,"
said Racer coach Denver Johnson.
"The only bad thing is that I
would have liked to have kept the
score down because I've been on
that other sideline too and it's not
much fun. But we left Justin
(Fuente) in the game with the second team to let them have some
success."
Fuente passed for five touchdowns, with Terrence Tillman on
the receiving end of four scores
to set an MSU single-game TD
catch _record, Tillman wound up
with seven catches for 133 yards
while Fuente was named OVC
offensive player of the week.
"This week we worked hard on
execution and on not beating ourselves," said Tillman. "And when
the line gives Justin that much
time to throw, he makes plays.

Fuente, Miller
honored by OVC
BRENTWOOD, Tenn. (AP)
— Justin Fuente and Greg Miller
of Murray State were two of the
four players of the week named
by the Ohio Valley Conference
on Sunday.
Fuente, the offensive player
of the week, completed 17 passes for five touchdowns as the
Racers beat Tennessee-Martin 6214. Miller kicked two field goals
and eight extra points to earn
the special teams honor.
Before the game he and I talked
about getting out of the funk we
had been in."
After Fuente passed 30 yards
to Shaun Boykins for MSU's first
score, Martin (1-5, 0-4) tied the
game at 7-all on a 72-yard pass
from Edward Robertson to Rory
Redmond.
Greg Miller - named OVC special teams player of the week for
his play Saturday - put the Racers ahead 10-7 on a 24-yard field
goal with 3:14 left in the first
quarter, but Robertson and Redmond hooked up for another touchdown with 35 seconds to go in

II See Page 9

Heath nips Lady Tigers 3-2 in OT Saturday
Staff Report
-Marray Ledger & Times
A goal with 30 seconds remaining in
overtime lifted Heath • to a 3-2 victory
-over the Murray High Lady Tigers in
Ilightschootsoccer_actiom-SatUrria3L-at Ty
Holland Stadium.
Heath took a 1-0 lead in the contest,
before Mallory France evened the score
off an assist from Chelsee Thompson.
Thompson later gave the Lady Tigers
(9-7) a 2-1 advantage off an assist from
Lacy Latimer. But the Lady Pirates stormed
back to knot the score at 2-2 midway
The Lady Pirates outshot the Lady

Lakers rally behind Carvalho
Yezerski to beat Caldwell 6-4
Tigrrs---141-1Miuway --goa1k411er I Arnim
Massey was credited with nine saves while
Heath had 10.
Murray wraps up the regular season
schedule Tuesday night, hosting crosstown
rival Calloway County at 5:30 p.m. The
boys varsity match will follow.
The district soccer tournament will be
played next week at Marshall County
the top seed in the tournament followed

Surprising St. toms
Rams are NFL's only
undefeated team
The Associated Press
It's no surprise .that the expansion Cleveland Browns are the
NFL's only winless team after
Week 5. It's shocking, though, that
the St. Louis Rams are the only
undefeated team.
After all, the Rams have had
nine straight losing seasons, haven't
made the playoffs since 1989 and
lost their starting quarterback Trent
Green with a preseason knee injury.
St. Louis continued its amazing turnaround Sunday, beating
San Francisco 42-20 to break a
17-game losing streak against the
49ers.and imptove Jo 44._Kurt
Warner, sensational as Green's
replacement, threw five touchdown
passes, including four - to Isaac
Bruce.
"I've been waiting all my career
to watch my quarterback take a
knee to beat this team," said defensive tackle D'Marco Farr, a sixthyear Ram who was 0-10 against
the 49ers.
New England and Dallas got
their first losses Sunday, leaving
the Rams alone with a spotless

The match was a_ makeup from Sept. out the scoring.
Calloway outshot Caldwell 21-13. Brady
16.
Yezerski scored the Lakers' first goal Harris saved nine shots for the Lakers
with a Jeremy Weber- assist: Yezerski then (11-4).
assisted Carvalho and Carvalho returned
*Calloway hosted its annual JV tour,_ ihafavor cn Yeersks second.goal CaId- _nameniSaturday. The Iakers losua
_by Murray.,-andalloway.
'
The Lady Tigers and Lady Lakers will well tied the game at 3-all at halftime well County 2-1 in the opening round
square off in district tournament action when Justin Daub scored his second goal and fell to Graves County 4-1 in the connext Tuesday night at 5:30 p.m.
of the half.
solation. Reidland topped Graves 3-1 in
Boys' Soccer
In,. the second half, Adam Yezerski the first round, and Caldwell won the
Calloway 6, Caldwell .4
assisted Carvalbo'S second goal of the match tournament championship, downing ReidCalloway County fought back from a and Matt Yezerski assisted Carvalho's land 3-2 in a match that was decided by
2-0 deficit to beat Caldwell County Sat: third. Matt Yezerski then completed his penalty kicks.
Calloway visits Murray Tuesday night.
urday morning at the Jim Nix Soccer hat trick with an assist from - who else?
Redd The gir1s!- match-begins at 5:30 -with--The-valho each had a hat trick (three goals). added a late goal for Caldwell to close boys to follow at Ty Holland Field.

Red Sox crush
Indians 23-7,
force Game 5

record.
-We've finally caught up with
the best team in our division,"
By JIMMY GOLEN
said coach Dick Vermeil, who
AP Sports Writer
hugged owner Georgia Frontiere
BOSTON (AP) — Cleveland
and blew kisses to the St. Louis
manager Mike Hargrove lost track
crowd after Sunday's game.
of the damage Boston inflicted
Warner, a former Arena League
on his Indians, and the guy in
quarterback. threw TD passes of
the Green Monster's manual
13, 5, 45 and 42 yards to Bruce.
scoreboard could barely find
He also found Jeff-Robinson for
enough crooked numbers to keep
a 22-yard score.
track of the record-breaking rout.
Warner, who leads the NFL
Twenty-three runs.
with 14 TD passes, completed 20
Twenty-four hits.
of 23 passes for 323 yards. Bruce
A 16-run margin of victory.
had five receptions for 134 yards.
- All playoff records.
San Francisco quarterback Jeff
It was embarrassing. It was
Garcia, making his second straight
humiliating," Indians catcher
start- in place of ailing Steve Young,
Sandy Alomar said after the Red
was 22-of-36 for 233 yards but
Sox beat Cleveland 23-7 to force
was intercepted on the 49ers' last
a deciding fifth game in the firstthree possessions.
round series. "But the good part
In other NFL games. it was
about it is that none of those
Atlanta 20, New Orleans 17; Chicaruns mean anything tomorrow."
go 24, Minnesota 22; Cincinnati
The teams return to Cleveland
18, Cleveland 17; Philadelphia 13.
for Game 5 tonight, and with
Dallas 10; Kansas City 16, New
File photo
Pedro Martinez nursing a sore
England 14; Buffalo 24, Pittsburgh STILL PERFECT...Isaac Bruce (80) caught four touchdown back, neither team will have its
passes Sunday as the St. Louis Rams remained the NFL's ace. Charles Nagy will start for
last undefeated team by beating San Francisco 42-20.
• See Page 9
the Indians and Bret Saberhagen

will pitch for Boston.
"We still have to go out there
and win. And they still have to
go out there and win," Varitek
said. "But we weren't the ones
who were up 2-0."
John Valentin had two homers
and seven RBIs as Bosion broke
the record for postseason runs
set when Lou Gehrig and Joe
DiMaggio led the Yankees to an
18-4 victory over the New York
Giants in Game 2 of the 1936
World Series.
Mike Stanley had five of
Boston's 24 hits, and Valentin
and Jason Varitek had four apiece.
Trot Nixon and Jose Offerman
each had five RBIs and Varitek
had a record five runs as Boston
scored in every inning but the
sixth.
Boston outscored 19 of 26
NFL teams on Sunday, and if
not for Wil Cordero's solo homer
in the ninth inning the Red Sox
would have matched Cleveland's
Indians and Browns combined.

Defense sparks UK over South Carolina 30-10
By PETE IACOBELLI
AP Sports Writer
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — Herel a
twist: Kentucky's defense plays great
while its offense struggles.
The unlikely scenario came through
on Saturday as Wildcat defenders scored.
or set up through turnovers, three touchdowns in Kentucky's 30-10 victory at

South Carolina.
"This shows the defense is finally
meting together like-weAhOught it was going to be at the beginning," said
Wildcats linebacker Jeff Snedegar, who
had one of their two interceptions.
Asked why his offense was less sharp
than normal, Kentucky coach Hal Mumme
says, "That's being kind, we were real-

ly bad," he said. "Thank goodness for said quarterback Dusty Bonner, who threw
the defense."
for a touchdown and ran for another.
The Wildcati (4-2,
Soulheallern -"We inacle'a-la --cir Stepid-mistakes. I
Conference) gained their second fewest made some throws that I should have
offensive yards this season (337), wast- put more air under."
ed two drives inside South Carolina's
The Gamecocks extended Division l's
10 and were pretty much knocked off longest losing streak to 16 and etched
stride by the Gamecocks (0-6, 0-4).
more worry lines into coach Lou Holtz's
"We never got into a rhythm today," face. Never before in 28 years of coach-

ing has Holtz gone this deep into a
season without winning.
-For a change it was Kentucky's defense
that saved'the game. "They played really well," Mumme said. "That's why we
got a SEC win on the road."
The Gamecocks fumbled twice inside
its 35, both of which led to touchdowns.
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SCOREBOARD -

Racers 62, UT-Martin 14
14 0 0 0.-14
-;-*
10 24 21 7-62
First Quarter
MSU-13oykins 30 pass from Fuente (Miner
kick). 11 42
UTM—Redmond 72 pass horn Robertson
(Moore kick), 9 31
MSU—FG Miller 24, 3 14
UTM—Redmond 17 pass from Robertson
(Moore kick), 00 35
Second Quarter
MSU—Jackson 56 run (Miller kick). 14 51
MSU—Howard 0 fumble recovery (Miller
__G
14 17
kic
kuF
),
ms
Miller 43. 07 51
MSU—Tillman 11 pass from Fuente
kick). 00 59
Third Quarter
MSU—Tillman 12 pass from Fuente
kick), 1312
MSU—Tillman 22 pass from Fuente
kick). 09.39
MSU--Linville 1 run (Miller kick), 00 15
.
Fourth Quarter
MSU—Tillman 34 pass from Fuente Miller
kick). 09.02
A-2,102.

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
901 Sycamore

NFL STANDINGS
All Times CDT
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
L
T Pct.
Buffalo
4
1
0 (300
New England
4
1
0 800
Miami
1
3
0 750
Indianapolis
2
0 500
2
N Y Jets
3
0 250
Central
Tennessee
4
1
0 800
Jacksonville
3
1
0 750
Baltimore
2
3
0 400
Pittsburgh
2
3
0 400
Cincinnati
4
1
0 200
Cleveland
0
5
0 000
West
San Diego
3
1
0 750
Seattle
3
1
0 750
Kansas City
3
2
0 600
Oakland
2
3
0 400
Denver
1
4
0 200
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L
T Pct.
Dallas
3
1
0 750
Washington
3
1
0 750
Arizona
2
3
0 400
N.Y.Giants
2
3
0 400
Philadelphia
1
4
0 200
Central
Green Bay
3
1
0 750
Chicago
3
2
0 600
Detroit
2
2
0 500
Minnesota
2
3
0 400
Tampa Bay
2
3
0 400
West
St Louis
4
0
01.000
San Francisco
3
2
O 600
Carolina
1
3
O 250
New Orleans
1
3
O 250
Atlanta
1
4
O 200

1. (AP)
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o of the
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I talked
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30 yards
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the Racoard field
the first
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753-8355

Sunday's Games
Atlanta 20, New Orleans 17
Chicago 24, Minnesota 22
Cincinnati 18, Cleveland 17
Philadelphia 13, Dallas 10
Kansas City 16, New England 14
Buffalo 24, Pittsburgh 21
San Diego 20, Detroit 10
St Louis 42, San Francisco 20
Arizona 14, New York Giants 3
Tennessee 14, Baltimore 11
Denver 16. Oakland 13
Miami 34, Indianapolis 31
Green Bay 36. Tampa Bay 23
OPEN Carolina. Seattle, Washington
Monday's Game
Jacksonville at New York Jets, 8 p m
Sunday, Oct. 17
Cleveland at Jacksonville, noon
Indianapolis at New York Jets, noon
Miami at New England, noon
Minnesota at Detroit. noon
Oakland at Buffalo, noon
Philadelphia at Chicago, noon
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati, noon
St Louis at Atlanta, noon
Tennessee at New Orleans, noon
Seattle at San Diego, 3.05 p.m.
Carolina at San Francisco, 3:15 p.m
Green Bay at Denver, 3.15 p.m.
Washington at Arizona, 7:20 p.m.
OPEN Baltimore, Kansas City, Tampa
Bay
Monday, Oct. 18
Dallas at New York Giants, 8 pm

First downs
Rushes-yards
Passing
Comp-Att-Int
Return Yards
Punts-Avg
Fumbles-Lost
Penalties-Yards
Time of Possession

MARK YOUNG Ledger & Times photo

RECORD BREAKER: Wide receiver Terrence Tillman (6) set a Murray State single-game record
with four touchdown catches in the Racers' 62-14 triumph over Tennessee-Martin Saturday at
Roy Stewart Stadium.

II Racers ...
From Page 8

SPORTS BRIEFS
CCMS football downs Marshall 34-7
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. - The Calloway County Middle School 8th grade
football team won its fourth straight game last Tuesday night, 34-7.
Josh Young broke away for touchdowns on his first two carries of the
game and J.P. Davis added a 41-yard fumble recovery for an early 20-0
lead. Tyler Boggess and Davis each ran for touchdowns in the second half.
Calloway totaled 313 total yards. Young ran for 137 yards on 12 carries.

MSU volleyball sweeps Tennessee State

ly

13. Brady
ie Lakers

NASHVILLE, Tenn. - The Murray State volleyball team won its 24th
shutout in 26 matches over Tennessee State Friday, a 15-6, 15-7, 15-8 victory that moved the Racers (9-6, 5-3 Ohio Valley Conference) to within 11/2 matches of first place Austin Peay.
MSU was led by freshman outside hitter Rose Dalton with a co-matchhigh nine kills. Senior outside hitter Krista Shumard added seven kills and
freshman middle blocker Sara Schmitt had six.
Murray State hosts Austin Peay Tuesday night at 7 in Cutchin Fieldhouse.

MSU runners compete at APSU
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CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. - The MulTay state iwarfs cto-aveduntry -tea-of-finsecond at the eight-team APSU invitational Saturday. Senior Briam
Palmer finished second in the 82-runner race with a time of 26 minutes,
2.34 seconds.
In the women's race, sophomore Lindsay Newlin won the 64-runner meet
with a time of 1936.24.
Murray State's cross country teams will compete in the SEMO Invitational in Cape Girardeau, Mo., Saturday.

ished

•Rams

•••

From Page 8
21; San Diego 20, Detroit 10; Arizona 14, New York Giants 3; Tennessee 14, Baltimore 11; Denver
16, Oakland 13; Miami 34, Indianapolis 31; and Green Bay 26,
Tampa Bay 23.
Tonight, it's Jacksonville at the
New York Jets.
Eagles 13, Cowboys 10
At Philadelphia, Doug Pederson threw a 28-yard TD pass to
Charles Johnson as the Eagles (14) overcame a 10-point deficit
against the Cowboys (3-1) in the
fourth quarter.
Dallas receiver Michael Irvin
was taken off the field on a stretcher in the first quarter after getting
tackled and hitting his head on
the artificial turf. Tests showed
swelling in Irvin's spinal cord and
a herniated disc, but he had movement in his hands and feet.
Chiefs 16, Patriots 14
At Kansas City, Adam Vinatieri
missed a 32-yard field-goal attempt
in the closing seconds that would
have won the game for New England. The ball hit the right upright
and bounced backward.
Drew Bledsoe's 27-yard completion to Shawn Jefferson set up
the field goal try by Vinatieri, who
already booted three game-win-
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Tenn.-Martin
Murray St.

Sponsored By:

David King

11,

ning field goals this season for
the Patriots (4-1). Elvis Grbac
engineered three second-half scoring drives for the Chiefs (3-2).
Bears 24, Vikings 22
At Minneapolis, Chicago (3-2)
forced five turnovers and turned
three of them into touchdowns to
beat Minnesota (2-3).
Vikings rookie tight end Jim
Kleinsasser fumbled twice, and
Bears linebacker Sean Harris recovered one in the end zone for a
touchdown. Barry Minter intercepted Randall Cunningham's
tipped pass at the Bears 18 with
three minutes left to preserve the
victory.
Bengals 18, Browns 17
At Cleveland, Akili Smith threw
a 2-yard TD pass to Carl Pickens
with 5 seconds left to lift Cincinnati (1-4) over the Browns (0-5).
In his first NFL start, Smith
completed 25 of 41 passes for 221
yards and two touchdown with no
interceptions. Cleveland rookie Tim
Couch was 15-of-22 for 164 yards
with one interception.
Bills 24, Steelers 21
At Orchard Park, N.Y., Doug
Flutie threw three TD passes and
Eric Moulds had six catches for
122 yards and a score to lead
Buffalo (4-1) over Pittsburgh (23).

the period, this time from 17 yards
out for a 14-10 Skyhawk edge.
"(Martin taking the lead) ticked
us off," Johnson said. "They've
got a good scheme and they bit
us a couple of times. It made me,
the coaching staff and the players
mad, and we played a little better after that."
And how.
Murray State roared back with
24 points in the second quarter
alone, with the defense getting
involved.
After a 56-yard TD run by
Shadrach Jackson put the Racers
ahead to stay (17-14), MSU defensive end Terrell Black sacked
Robertson deep in Skyhawk territory, jarring the ball loose. Lineman Matt Howard recovered the
loose ball in the end zone to make
, it 24-14, and the rout was on.
On Martin's next series, JereDairis-btoc-reta-- MáiTh punt,
setting up a Miller field- goal that
pushed MSU's advantage to 2714 with 7:51 left in the second.
"We needed to see the defense
make those kinds of plays that
make things happen,- Johnson said.
"We have to cause turnovers."
But Murray State wasn't done
for the period- as ruebte hooked
up with Tillman for the first of
four touchdowns with just 59 seconds to go, giving the Racers a
34-14 halftime lead.
Despite the big margin, Johnson said he was apprehensive in
light of last season's game with
Martin, in which Murray State led
34-7 at halftime and won only 4735.
"We've had such buzzard luck
lately and I'm just paranoid anymore; We remembered last year
and I demanded at halftime that
we didn't let it happen this year,"
he said. "So -in the second half
we tried to force the issue and
take luck out of it."

The Racer Club

MSU —
31
45-321
278
17-28-0
58
0-00 0
1-1
7-75
31 07

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING—Tenn -Martin, Beattie 12-57, Joyner 12-36 Fogle 2-12, Robertson 6-(minus55), Murray St. Bivins 15-116, Jackson 9104, English 5-43, Linville 9-39. Manning 413, Luttrull 2-7, Guaiardo 1 -(minus-1)
PASSING— Tenn -Martin, Robertson 8-19-1 •
171, Burleson 5-8-0 48, Murray St., Fuente
17-27-0 278. Guaiardo 0-1-00
RECEIVING—Tenn -Martin, Redmond 5-123
Greer 3-53, Joyner 2-24. Rapp 1-8, Fogie 1-7,
Curtis 1-4: Murray St . Tillman 7-133, Perez
5-57, Boykins 2-58. Mciteel 2-26. Bryant 1-4

OVC STANDINGS
Any doubts Johnsyri may have
harbored were put to rest less than

Johnson. uneasy about the final
score, said he went for it on fourth
two minutes into the second half down late in the game thinking
as Fuente hooked up with Till- the Racers wouldn't ,make it.
"I didn't want to give up any
man for the second time on a 12yard score, making it 41-14'at the points, but yod can't tell. your
guys to go out there and fail," he
13:12 mark.
Tillman caught a 22-yard touch- said. "But we didn't .'ant to g-s:
down pass with 9:39 left in the all shotgun against them."
For Martin coach Jim Marshall,
third and added his fourth with
9:02 remaining in the game. In it was more of the same as the
between, Tim Linville scored on Skyhawks continue to struggle.
"Our offense gave them some
a one-yard plunge.
Tillman said last week's 21-15 great situations with them getting
loss at Western Kentucky spurred the blocked punt and the fumble
on the sack, and it just snowthe Racers on this week.
"We were pretty upset after last balled on us," he said. "We killed
week's game," he said."The offense ourself on 'offense. You've got to
wasn't consistent. We faltered. I take care of the ball and you can't
want to win: I can't stand losing, panic."
Murray State continues its threeand I'll do anything to win because
-game homestand this Saturday with
if feels better than losing."
Fuente passed for 278 yards its homecoming game against
while Justin Bivins had his. best league foe Eastern Illinois (1-5,
game of the season with 116 yards. 1-1).
lusting-and -Jackson • ran fot • 104:
Murray State owned a 599-269
edge in total yardage.

OVC
W
E Kentucky
2
Tennessee Tech
2
1
Tennessee St
W Kentucky
3
Murray St.
2
1
E. Illinois
Tenn,-.Martin
.,. 0
0
SE Missouri

L
0
0
0
1
1
1
4
4

All
W
5
3
5
4
2
1
.
0

1
1
0
2
3
5
5
6

If you smoke,
a door is a
very simple
way to keep
your kids
healthier.
Go out for your kids.
United States Environmental Protection Agency
Consumer Federation of Amenca Foundation
Amencan Medical Association

Nobody Can Protect Your

Home
SCHEDULE
TUESDAY
SOCCER
Calloway at Murray (DH)
Ty Holland - 5:30 (Boys first)
THURSDAY
SOCCER
Graves at Calloway (DH)
CCHS - 5:30 (Girls first)

any better than we can!
Look to us for quality Home Insurance coverage, low rates,
attractive discount an'd fast,Iiiiftlaims service.
Call us today!

Haverstock
—and
Suiter

State Auto
Insurance

211 S. 12th
Street
Murray, Ky.

Insurance Agency 753-3415

FRIDAY
CROSS COUNTRY
MSU homecoming run - 510
FOOTBALL
•Murray vs. Mayfield
Ty Holland - 7:30
•Calloway at Hopkins Central
Nortonville - 7:30

See the
Murray State Racers
Play 3 games in 3 days
Nov. 26-Nov. 28

2 nights starting at

k. fillITE1

$299

Ssfa

\
'

per person, based on
double occupancy

Includes:

i-100PGQUILL
l is ,mmlia,11:atIt
Itagrilki
*

•
ofr

95

The Stihl 017 ti
chain saw w I

•

Eat and Stay with the Team!

• Hyatt-Union Station—
Tournament Headquarters

will meet

UTM
15
32-050
219
1 3-27-1
235
5-29 4
5-3
6-58
28 53

MSRP fo,
lormted tome

www.stihlusa.com

Your neighbors
will never see the
price tag.
It's the most affordable Stihl chain saw you can buy.

r ToME.?
Are You readYfor ag
Worldwide

• Buffet breakfast with the teams

Tuesday, October 12, 1999 at
12:00 Noon
,::at
111
the Sirloin
Stockade

IS/ • CT

c

• Tickets to three games
• Shuttle service to games in St. Charles
• Taxes and service fees
SPORT

Call 1-800-783-7340
ore-mail stisport@execpc.com

RACERS

ITDIMS

Murray Home S Auto
Outdoor Division
Chestnut Street • Murray
(270) 753-2571
it
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Water quality deadline nearing

VET
TALK
by Or Ber Character
Retained placenta is a self-descriptive term
fefernng to tne inappropriate lack of passage of
the fetal membranes (cafVfoal's tap after
Nrth This condition can occur in any species
but is very different as far as seventy and importance for removal depending on what type animal is affected

in the cow, a retained placenta is not an emergency. Many different events may cause a
retained placenta Any sort of problems with the
bet of the calf may result in a retained placenta Cows that twin commonly retain the placenta ci the second catf and may retain both
1*
It used to be common to 'clean our a cow that
-ad a retained placenta Many different substances were used to flush the uterus arid try to
stimulate the membranes to release With the
advent of new drugs those days should be a
-ling of the past. Most of the flushes did more
damage than good and the manual removal
causes scanng of the utenne lining. There are
several deferent protocols for the use of inpac'cns to stimulate the uterus to contract and
release the placenta that are very effective

OR.
in the mare a retained placenta should be cons,dered an emergency. The mare should pass
all the placental membranes within 4 hours after
Pinti of the foal. After this time penod a veten-anan should be contacted to assess the situa*on In most cases medical treatment can be
started to stimulate release of the merrtrane
Prolonged retention may result in secondary
complications of colic anclior iaminitis (founder).
Brought to you as a public service by the vetennahans who
care for your animals at:

Westside
Veterinary
Service
1271 Robertson Rd South

753-6749

As mentioned in times past in
this column, the Water Quality Act
for Kentucky will take effect Oct.
21, 2001. Many landowners and
agricultural producers have taken
the step toward this process and
have completed plans for this Water
Quality Act.
The Kentucky Agricultural Water
Quality Act was enacted by the
Kentucky General Assembly in
1994. The act deals with any tract
of land with 10 or more acres
being used for agriculture and/or
silviculture.
- Calloway County- is veryfortunate to have a full-time person
to. help landowners and producers
prepare these water quality plans.
Carla Davis has been diligently working for the farmers and
landowners on these plans. Advising and planning the water quality issues on various tracts of land
has kept Davis busy, with Calloway County being within the
top five counties across Kentucky
on numbers of landholders with
completed water quality plans./
Davis was recently invited to

colik
AGRICULTURE UPDATE

GERALD CLAYVVELL

•P/' I

.
4

•

till

U.K. Cooperative Extension Agent
speak at the Kentucky Association very simple for all the tracts repof Conservation Districts to cover resentatives.
Many times all the landowner
the success of Calloway County
to do was provide the nechad
and how the progression has taken
essary information and the plan
place in our county.
Success- has not only been from seemed to get generated from that
the dedication from Davis's work, information.
Davis's position, as water qual,but also the cooperation _ of _the
landowners and producers of Cal- ity plan coordinator for Calloway
County will end Feb. 11, 2000.
loway County.
As of Sept. 30, Calloway Coun- Persons who have not completed
ty has on record 1.329 tracts that a plan should contact Davis at
have completed water quality plans. (270) 753-5151, Ext. 111, at the
This number also reflects that these Calloway County Conservation Displans have been placed on file trict.
and are ready for the deadline of
Remember, the Kentucky Water
Oct. 21, 2001.
Quality Act will mandate a water
Davis's interest and hard work quality plan to be in place for all
toward this water quality plan.,
,landowners with 10 acres or more
preparation has made this process by Oct. 21, 2001

DEAR PRIMESTAR CUSTOMER,
TAKE ADVANTAGE
NOW!

Tips for tobacco curing listed
Fast-curing burley tobacco is
giving producers yellowish, variegated leaves this season instead of
the 'desired tan or brown uniform
leaves.
Growers, however, can employ
certain management techniques to
reduce the problem.
"Producers should wait as long
as possible to strip," said George
Duncan, extension agricultural engineer in the UK College of Agriculture. "This will allow cured
leaves to be exposed to periods of
high relative humidity which will
help get better leaf color.
"Once the bright colored leaves
are stripped and placed in the,bale,

the leaf won't be subject to the
daily moisture changes that potentially help color."
Growers should try to open vent
doors at night or during periods_ofhigh humidity and keep them
closed in dry periods during the
day.
"The idea is to allow the moishealth, lawn, home and garden
ture of evenings and rainy days to
supplies through 638 local dealers
migrate into the curing structure
in its operating territory.
and bring the tobacco into 'case' or
In addition, Southern States gins
'order' which means leaves being
cotton and markets livestock, small
in a pliable or non-shattering condition," said Duncan.
grains, corn, peanuts and soybeans.
"For those who want to wet
In its fiscal year ended June 30,
down the ground of the barn to add
1998, Southern States had sales
humidity, do this in the late after:.
of $1.12 billion.
noon. or early evening when the
added moisture will work for you
and not against you as the calm
svigidys and higher outside bumidity(
r•
bight-A 1liefinVore of Itk
mOisture rênaii i the barn."
For field curing structures, proEach year since 1965, the group
With over 2,000 agriculture
alumni - from Murray- -State-UM- - ..has recognized one of their- peers-- Auects_should _keep top-covers over_
versity, support from the MSU Agri- at the annual meeting with the the structure and tobacco to protect
culture Alumni Association con- Outstanding Agriculture Alumni from rain, but leave the sides open
at night to allow moisture to move
tinues to breathe new life into the award.
Some of the selection criteria into the tobacco.
department of agriculture at MurOn sunny days, sides can be left
includes the nominees contribution
ray State.
The group will hold its 37th to agriculture in general, profes- open as the tobacco will dry '
annual meeting on MSU's home- sional accomplishments, contribu- whether covered or not from the
tion to MSU and Jo the associa- sun's hest
coming _eve. Oct. 15.'
6
.;30 p
tion.
in the Curtis Center -Ballroom.
"The main benefit of side covers
Alumni contributions are a major is protecting tobacco from wind
Preceding the event, the department of agriculture will host a source of funding for scholarships and rain that might darken and dereception at 5:45 p.m. to honor awarded tO current students of teriorate the outer leaves," said
1999--200CJ agriculture scholarship agriculture at Murray State and Duncan. "A compromise option is
has been a major force in estab- to leave the windward side covers
donors and recipients.
The MSU Agriculture Alumni lishing the department of agricul- down to protect against wind and
Association last reported 125 indi- ture as the largest academic depart- rain, but leave the leeward, or
vidual lifetime members and 11 ment on campus, based on stu- downwind, side open for moisture
corporate lifetime members.
dent enrollment.
penetration at night."

Outland, Taylor elected to board
Bobby Outland, Hardin, and Joe Murdock and Marty and :Tina CarDan Taylor, Alm°. were elected raway.
Other highlights of the meetto the local Advisory Board at the
Southern States Annual Member- ing included a bar-b-que lunch and
ship Meeting of Calloway Ser. door prizes.
Southern States - founded in
held in Murray Sept. 23. More
than 175 stockholder-members and 1923 - is a farmer-owned cooptheir families attended the session. erative operating in 17 states
Appointed to the Southern States stre hing from Michigan to FloriFarm Home Advisory Committee
west to Texas. The Richwere Mrs. Bobby Outland, Hardin, mond, Va., based firm is one of
and Mrs. Joe Dan Taylor, Almo. the largest U.S. farmer cooperatives,
A special thanks to the retiring manufacturing; purchasing, or proboard members and FHAC mem- cessing feed, seed, fertilizer and
bers. Those retiring include Ray fuel. It also sells farm, animal

-,,tigh..,„,.„,At
47..
PETS OF THE WEEK - Calloway County Animal Shelter at
105 E. Sycamore St., Murray, features this Husky mix adult
female dog, left, and this Terrier mix, 10 weeks-old male
dog as animals available for adoption this week. Hours of
the shelter are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday,
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday and closed on Sunday. For
information call 759-4141.

Agriculture alumni to
hold annual meeting

IR

FARM BUREAU FLORIDA
FRUIT PROGRAM
The following is a list of Florida fruits and nuts available through Farm Bureau.
Deadline order date is Oct. 29. Delivery date is the week of November 29 to be picked
up at the Farm Bureau office. Call the county office, 753-4703, or send this form to P.O.
Box 469, Murray, Ky. 42071 no later than Oct. 29.

Give us your PRIMESTAR bill and we'll give you a

FREE DISH NETWORK DIGITAL SATELLITE TV SYSTEM,INSTALLED'
4=0
6 FREE MONTHS

From

Telephone No.

Street Address

City

OF AMERICA'S TOP 40* PROGRAMMING PACKAGE VALUED AT $19.99 PER MONTH
(Aber KA payment al your first bal

Zip Code

Ampalrei• liver pngrumirg csimne.
Vole Peslamisord beibikikas.
QUANIZTY

YOU'LL ENJOY:

SAVE EVERY YEAR
wrrH AMEltICA'S
IlltrUITAMMIINIT VALUE!

64.

i
r fil
;•7

▪ No more lease payments- YOU OWN IT!

T

,

Improved Programming Values

Ay

-

çFin maim ei Anseice's T. 40 ProCrom1414 Pucka.,Mr fol mamoll si vow lb* NU

o Over 300 aystal-ciax, deal channeis avalabie

• Smaller, 18^ dish antenna

- raiI
Epp own

a"; to MN Cni

Box Navel Orariges,4/5.Eushel
Box juice Oranges, 4/5 Bushel
Box Red Grapefruit, 4/5 Bushel
Box Tangelos, 4/5 Bushel
Box 'Sunburst" Tangerines, 2/5 Bushel
'NEW GIFT TRIO - 12 each (Navel Oranges,'Grapefruit, Red Delicious Apples)
Case HiDensity Orange Juice Concentrate, 24/12 Oz. Cans
Case HiDensity Grapefruit Juice Concentrate, 12/12 Oz. Cans
Case Lemonade Concentrate, 24/12 Oz. Cans
Case Bluebird Grapefruit Juice, Ready to Drink, 48/6 Oz. Cans
Case Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts, 12/20 Oz. Cans
Case Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts, 6/4 Lb. Cans
Case Honey Krunch Peanuts, 12/11 Oz. Cans
Case Redskin Southern Fried Peanuts, 12/20 Oz. Cans
Case No-Salt Dry Roast Peanuts, 12/16 Oz. Jars
Case Select Shelled Pecan Halves, 12/1 Lb. Pkgs
Case Roasted Pecans, 12/9 Oz. Cans
,NEW CHOCOLATE COVERED PECANS, 12.4 Lb. Pkgs
Case Pure Peanut Cooking Oil. 9/64 Oz. Plastic Jugs(NEW SIZE)
NEW Country Style Crunchy Peanut Butter, 12/18 Oz. Jars(NEW SIZE)
NEW COUNTRY STYLE Smooth Peanut Butter, 12/18 Oz. Jars(NEW SIZE) .
Case Dirt Squad Citrus Hand Cleaner, 12/16 Os. Cans
Case Brittle Bites, 12/12 Oz. Cans
"Nut Case" Peanut Gift Pack, 6/3 Packs

1•1101111111111

*gas
OfTriG/

• On-screen interactive Program Guide

DESCRIPTION

111

tirr

C-SPAN C-SPAN2 Riau

($t)

kge fag (NC
EN 01 Air

'
Pay-Per-View movies starting at only

114 ,)

BEASLEY ANTENNA &
SATELLITE
500 N 4th St.
Murray. KY • 759-0901
1-877-455-0901 Toll Free

1801 Bell Ave.
Paris. TN •642-4077
1-877-726-4077 Toll Free
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TOTAL
PRICE

$13.95
$12.95
$12.20
$13.70
$11.85
$14.60
$31.20
$16.45
$14.95
$14.20
$31.70
$40.35
$24.70
$30.05
$24.20
$62.20
$50.95
$62.20
$41.70
$22.20
$22.20
$20.20
$27.95
$44.20

'Each pock tncludes 12o. Brad. Hms, II or Honey !Crunch Peanuts, 1204 Southern Fred Skinless Peanuts

More Charnels-More Choices7
•

PRICE

Mesh Fruit Bags, 1/4 Bushel Size - 100 flags
Mesh Fruit Bags. 1/2 Bushel Size - 100 Bags

ocow goo,
•g

$36.00
$41.00

Please return this form by October 29 to:

Calloway Co. Farm Bureau, P.O. Box 469, Murray, Ky. 42071.
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MSU to host annual Homecoming festivities
Murray State University will host
annual Homecoming festivities Oct.
14-16 as part of its "A Century
of Celebration" festivities.
Activities for this year's homecoming wi.11 begin Oct. 14 with
the seventh annual Homecoming
Bonfire on Cutchin Field at 8:30
p.m.
The event is open to the public and is free. For more information, please call 762-2310.
Oct. 15 will be filled with several reunion activities. The Murray State University Golf Tournament will begin at 8 a.m. at Miller
Golf Course, located six miles east
of Murray.
Entry fee is $60 a person. Tee
times will be from 8 to 10 a.m.
and from 12:30-2:30 p.m. For
reservations, call the golf course
at 762-2238.
Alumni
of
the
College
News/Murray State News are invited to tour the newspaper offices
in Wilson Hall throughout the day
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
At 5 p.m., the 17th Annual
"Run for the Racers" five kilometer road run will begin in front
of Carr Health.
The entry fee is $10. Prizes
will be awarded to the top finisher in each age group. For more
information, call 762-6791.
The Len Foster Alumni Reunion
will host a reunion and reception
Oct. 16.
Social hour will begin at 6:30
p.m. and the dinner will be at
7:30 p.m. For more information,
please call Olen Martin at (614)
527-9095.
The 37th annual Agriculture
Alumni Banquet will begin at 6:30
p.m. in the Curris Center large
ballroom.
The Nursing Alumni Banquet
will begin at 7 p.m. in the Curris Center Mississippi Room.
Festivities will kick off at 8
a.m., Oct. 16, with the annual Letterwinners breakfast and meeting
for all former Racer athletes, cheerleaders and equipment managers
in the Curris Center large ballroom.

From 8 to 9:30 a.m., the 14th
Annual College of Education Breakfast will be held at Murray Middle School. Admission is $5 for
adults and $2.50 for children under
12. Call 762-3889 for more information.
The Presidential Scholars/Honors Program Alumni Reunion will
be held at 8 a.m. A buffet breakfast will be served in the small
ballroom of the Curris Center.
In celebrating the 21st anniversary of the Presidential Scholar
program, Dr. Constantine W.
"Deno" Curls, who implemented
the program, will be attending.
In celebration of 25 years of
accreditation at Murray State, the
Social Work Alumni Reunionwill
also meet at 8 a.m.
A buffet breakfast will be held
in the Mississippi Room of the
Currris Center.
The annual Homecoming parade
will begin at 9:30 am in downtown Murray and will end at the
corner of 15th and Main streets
on campus.
W. Earl Brown, a 1986 graduate, will serve as the grand marshal. Floats, bands and representatives of various organizations will
all be a part of traditional event.
At 10:30 a.m., the Alumni Baseball Game will begin at Reagan
Field, north of Roy Stewart Stadium. For more information, call
762-4192.
The College of Business and
Public Affairs will host a brunch
at 10:30 a.m. in the Regional Special Events Center. There will be
an awaits presentation at 11:30 a.m.
All B & PA graduates and their
families are invited. Call 762-4117for information and reservations.
At 11 a.m., alumni and friends
will gather for the Tent City Homecoming Festival and Reunion on
the grassy area adjacent to Stewart Stadium.
Entertainment will be provided
by the "Alumni Dixieland All-Star
Band Plus Some" and the Racer
Band.

Postal Service
lists mailing dates
In response to customers' are transported domestically by
requests for this year's Christmas surface and then to overseas desmailing dates, the Postal Service tinations by air on a space-availbulletin has released the recom- able basis. The maximum weight
mended mailing dates.
and size limits are 15 pounds and
To ensure delivery of Christ- 60 inches in length and girth commas cards and packages to mili- bined.
tary APO/FPO addresses overseas
International mail dates for
and to international addresses, the
addressed to Africa
Christmas
Postal service suggests, that_ mail
shoulit
be
Dec.
2 for air letters
be entered by the following mailand
air
parcel post and
and
cards
ing dates:
Military mail addressed to Oct. 25 for surface; to Asia/Pacific Rim and Australia/New Zealand
APO/FPO AE Zips 090-098 , AA
is Dec. 9 for air letters and cards
Zip 340, and AP zips 962-966 for
and air parcel post and Nov. 5
first-class letters/cards and priorifor surface; to Canada/Mexico is
ty mail by Dec. 10; for parcel
Dec. 13 for air letters and cards
airlift mail (PAL)I/ on Dec. 3; for
and air parcel post and Nov. 26
space available mail (SAM)2/ by
for surface; to Caribbean and
Nov. 27, and for standard mail by
Europe is Dec. 9 for air letters
Nov. 6.
cards and air parcel post and
PAL I/ is a special service pro- and
Nov. 12 for surface; to Central
viding air transportation for parcels
on a space-available basis. PAL is and South America is Dec. 2 for
available for Standard Mail not air letters and cards and air parexceeding 30 pounds or 60 inch- cel post and Nov. 5 for surface;
es in length and girth combined. and to Middle F-ast is Dec. 9 for
For each addressed piece sent by air letters and cards and air parPAL service, the applicable PAL cel post and Oct. 29 for surface.
Persons may check with their
fee must be paid in addition to
the regular surface rate of postage. post offices for information or see
SAM 2/ is for parcels paid at the information usually posted in
Standard Mail postage rates which the post office lobbies.

Tents for colleges, athletics, University Store, Alumni Association,
residential colleges and reunion
groups will feature a variety of
activities and refreshments.
Greek Row included tents for
Alpha Delta Pi, Alpha Gamma
Delta, Alpha Omicron Pi, Alpha
Sigma Alpha, Alpha Sigma Phi,
Alpha Tau Omega, Lambda Chi
Alpha, Pi Kappa Alpha, Sigma
Chi and Sigma Sigma Sigma.
Tent City festivities include
departmental
receptions
and
reunions for Occupational Safety

Get Your

3()

except from the book "In the Shadow of Saddam," written by Mikhael
Ramadan.
Ramadan claimed that he worked
as one of Hussein's body doubles
and that Hussein had told him of
a plan to develop a strain of West
Nile encephalitis that would kill
97 percent of people in an urban
environment. The magazine said
Ramadan was believed to be hiding somewhere in Canada or the
United States.
A strain of a West Nile-like
virus has claimed the lives of six
people in the New York area since
it was discovered in early September. The mosquito-borne virus
has infected 5-4 people in the New
York metropolitan area — 39 in
New York City, nine in Westchester county and six in Nassau.
Symptoms of the strain include
fever and headache. In rare cases,
the virus can cause neurological disorders and death. The elderly, young
and those with weakened immune
systems are most vulnerable.

Homecoming pre-game festivi- Len Poster Band Reunion Recepties will begin at 2:30 p.m. and tion/Dinner at Shoney's Inn. Social
will include the crowning of the hour is at 6:30 and the banquet
Homecoming Queen. The game, begins at 7:30 p.m.
which will begin at 3 p.m., pits
The Theatre Alumni Recepthe Racers against Eastern Illinois tion/Exhibition will be held at 7
University.
p.m. in the Robert E. Johnson
Tickets are $15 for reserved chair Theatre:
seats, $10 for reserved bleacher
A Post-game Political Sciseats ($7 for children), $8 for gen- ence/Criminal Justice/Legal Studeral admission and $4 for chil- ies Alumni Reception will be held
dren (for general admission Only). at the home of Dr. Joe Rose in
Call 762-4895 for ticket informa- Murray. For information and resertion.
vations, call Olen Martin at (614)
Post-game activities include the 890-6711.

FREEFULL SPINAL EXAMINATION

$30

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES

VALUE

1, Low Back Pain

5.
6.
7.
8.

2, Headaches

3. Shoulder Pain
4. Arthritis

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

VALUE

13. Numb Fingers
14. Hip Pain
15. Tight Muscles
16. Aching Feet

'a

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches and pains. This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological
test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination for restricted or excess motion in the
spine, a test for muscle strength and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.
FREE.

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett, D.C.
This entire examination is FREE 11 you want more
care and treatment, we do all the paperwork

DISCLAIMER: OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU "THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE REIA1
BURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES, EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT
FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT

CALL for your FREE appointment NOW!

CALL NOW
BRING THIS
COUPON
WITH YOU

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

$36\

VALUE)

1703 Hwy. 121 North Bypass
Murray, KY 42071

759-1116

Peppers Chrysler, Plymouth, Dodge,Jeep, Inc. in
Paris, West Tennessee
is Your Affordable Family Transportation Specialist.
Over 100 2000 Models Available!
2000 Dodge Stratus SE 4D St.# 00065
Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L, TIC, Cassette, Power Seat

Was'17,515
2000
Dodge Now '15,495*
Intrepid
4D Sedan
St # 00169
2000
Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L,
Dodge Neon
T/C, Cassette
4D Sedan

2000
Dodge
Caravan
St #00173

Auto, AlCIPS/PB,
Dual Sliding Doors, 7
Passenger Seating,
Cloth Cargo Net,
AM/FM Cassette

Auto, A/C, PS/PB, AMJEM Cassette
St # 00109

Was'13,970
Was 19,870

Now $11,995*

Was $20,970

Now $17,995*

Now $18,995*

Officials: Encephalitis
not Iraqi bioterrorism
NEW YORK (AP) — City officials downplayed a report that suggests the CIA is investigating
whether the recent West Nile-like
encephalitis outbreak was deliberately triggered by Iraqi bioterrorists.
"Nothing indicates that this was
anything other than a natural outbreak," Jerome Hauer, the director of the city's emergency management office, said Sunday.
The federal Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention also said
there was no evidence to suggest
the recent outbreak was anything
other than "Mother Nature at work."
Analysts at the CIA who deal
with biological weapons said an
Iraqi defector had claimed in April
that Saddam Hussein was developing a strain of West Nile-like
encephalitis for use as a biological weapon,The New Yorker reports
in its Oct. 18-25 double issue that
hits newsstands today.
The report recalled by the analysts was published April 6 in the
Daily Mail of London. It was an

and Health, Physics and Engineering Physics, Social Work Alumni, 1949 Football Team and the
Presidential Scholars/Honors Program Alumni.
The Baptist Student Union
Alumni Brunch will be held at
the Baptist Student Union at 11
a.m. For reservations and information, call BSU director Mark
Whitt at 753-5771.
At noon, the MSU women's
volleyball team will play Eastern
Illinois University in the Racer
Arena. The public is invited.

2000 Chrysler Cirrus Lxi 4DR Sedan
St # 00060

N46, Auto, A/C,

Was'20,470

P/VV, P/L, TIC, Cassette,
Power Seat, Leather
Interior

Now $17,995*

"Whatever It Takes, We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company."

Dodge
Dodge Trucks

2400 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816

CHRYSLER

Plymouth.

*Taxes Extra. Rebates Deducted
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

CLASSIFIEI)AD RATES

Ad Deadlines

753-1916

$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
r CI 3 AJJ 41.1 Ruh With,., 0 1.5tv Pert.,
Line Ads S6 00 ininirturn !sr day toir per word per (Jay for each additional cOnSeCtitIVC day
$2 00 extra for Shopper Tucx , Classifieds so into Shopping Guide)$2(Si extra for blind box ads

Saturday

Just Say "Charge ft"
010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

010
Legal
Notice

010

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Joint Commission on Accreditation of
Healthcare Organizations will conduct an
accreditation survey of Western State
Hospital, 2400 Russellville Road in
Hopkinsville, KY on November 16, 17, 18,
1999. The purpose of the survey will be to
evaluate the organization's compliance with
nationally established Joint Commission
standards. The survey results will be used to
determine whether, and the conditions under
which accreditation should be awarded the
organization.
Joint Commission standards deal with organizational quality of care issues and the safety of the environment in which care is provided. Anyone believing that he or she has
pertinent and valid information about such
matters may request a public information
interview with the Joint Commission's field
representatives at the time of the survey.
Information presented at the interview will
be carefully evaluated for relevance to the
accreditation process. Requests for a public
information interview must be made in writing and should be sent to the Joint
Commission no later than five working days
before the survey begins. The request must
also indicate the nature of the information to
be provided at the interview. Such requests
should be addressed to:
. _
Division of Accreditation Operations
Organization Liaison
Joint Commission on Accreditation
of Healthcare Organizations
One Renaissance Boulevard
Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181
The Joint Commission will acknowledge such
requests in writing or by telephone and will
inform the organization of the request for
40.Y...intepricw•The organization willJn turn,
notify the interviewee of the date, time, and
place of the meeting.

Notice

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY
,C111Ill
Starting at $99.00.
15 yrs. experience.
Lifetime member
Freelance Photographers
Organization.
Personalized collectors
millennium calender with
12-8X10's and
25 personalized dates.
270-753-1001.
Financial
NEED A LOAN?
$2K-$200K
NO PROPERTY OK
CALL FOR INFO
NO ADV FEE
1(800)559-6323
040
Roommate
Wanted
ROOMMATE Wanted Cal
Stephanie at 210-6230
060
Lost and Found
THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
- -LOST: In Murray Country

Card of Thanks
CARD OF THANKS
Thefamily of Mable I. Rogers
would like to thank Dr. Crouch, the staff at
Long- Term Care at MCCH, staff at Miller
Funeral Home, Brother Bob Saywell, and the
pallbearers. Thanks also tofriends,family and
neighbors for all the cards, phone calls, and
flowers.
God Bless You,
Jimmy, Nancy, Don, Rhonda
and Danny Rogers

Ratios

Sherry's
Ceramics
6- Gifts
205 First St.,
Hazel, KY 42049
(270) 492-6240
Greenware, Bisque
& Decorative

FREE CLASSES
Tuesday/T'huraday
9 a.m.-2 p.m.
6 p.m.-9 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m.-2 p.m.
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply. If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it may
not cover some of the
newer treatments such
.as chemotherapy. For
free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance, Inc.
753-4199
'free local claim service'

NEW HoursMon- Fri 10-2 & 5-8
Closed Sat & Sun
Sandra D's Diner
2667 St Rt 94E
753-FOOD
OLD Log barn with 4 stalls
& loft. For sale 753-5940

BETH'S New & Redo
PSYCHIC READINGS
Sewing. Phone 759-0768.
present,
Tells
past,
Anytime!
Advice on all matCOPELAND ORCHARDS future.
ters of life. Will cater to
Mayfield. Ky
private parties.
Apples, tomatoes,
270-767-0508.
fart decorations, pumpkins
Thur -Mon
Call 270-623-8312

1)/fACHINE Quilting Full
stre
$31.50
Murray
Sewing Center 759-8400

Club area., Male, long
haired cat. White with
black markings. Declawed
& neutered Childs pet.
Call 753-7530.
060

Help Wanted

Full-Time or
PRN Aide
Expenence preferred,
will train. Mature individual who enjoys
working with elderly.
Pleasant atmosphere.
good working conditions.
Apply in person

Fern Terrace
Lodge
1505 Stadium View
Dr.
Murray, KY 42071
EOE

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

APPLICATIONS now being
accepted. Local ready mix
company needs mixer
operators/ drivers. Good
benefits, health & life insurance, 401K plan, holiday &
vacation pay & profit sharing. CDL preferred but not
required. Application may
be picked up at Federal
Materials Co., 108 CC
Lowery Dr, Murray. No
phone calls please.
ATTENTION
Work From Home
My Children come to my
office everyday. Earn
$500- $150OPT
$2000- $4500FT
Toll Free 888-242-5078.
BROOKHAVEN Of
Puryear TN. 247 W.
Chestnut Street, Puryear,
TN. Now accepting applications for food service
department. Experience
preferred but will train. R.N.
wanted for weekends.
Apply in person, no phone
calls please. EOE.
Service
CUSTOMER
Work
Representative_
directly with customers and
coordinate all aspects of
mailing
jobs.
bulk
Estimating, consulting, and
planning. Good organization and communication
skills. Computer experience with knowledge of
databases. Send resume
and /or letter of application
to,
Automated Direct Mail
87 Spruce St. #B
-'Murray, Ky 42071.
_
ESTABLISHED
Murray
business seeks person
with Windows, bookkeeping & collections experience. Send resume to:
2008 Brentwood Terrace,
Nashville, TN. 37211.
EXPERIENCED
Bookkeeping/ clerical help
needed Graves County.
Reply P0 Box 858
Murray, KY 42071.
HOUSEKEEPING, experienced preferred, will train.
Possible
advancement.
Apply in person Days Inn,
Murray.
LEGAL
Secretary.
Proficient in word processing. Transcription & should
possess good communication skills. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1023 Murray, KY
42071.
OTR Driver needed. KY to
Texas & back. Call
901-247-5871. M-F, 8-4.
OWN A Computer?
Put It To Work!
$25- $75 Per Hour
1-800-705-3438
Ext. 8 or
•
www.home-biz.com

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer several
Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an -almost guaranteed issue" and the policies will be issued at the lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A-+ 'rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

BIBLE
MESSAGE

McConnell
Insurance Agency, Inc.

759-5177

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY
753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
560 Free Column
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

060

MEDICAL Office Looking
for a full time office
worker. Typing skills are
a requirement. Please
send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-Y
Murray, KY 42071
NEED applicants for light
industrial positions. "3
shifts" $6.25 per/ hr Call
People Lease 753-0017.
11-2 M-T. Apply at 1406 E,
North 12TH St. Murray.

^ • mallall

.4171118bee...

DRIVERS
NEEDED NOW
Train in 4 Weeks for Local.
Regional or OTR Jobs
<>ay Of Evening Classes
'Job Placement Assistant

Part time clerk Must be at
least 18 & work afternoons
& weekends. Apply in person
at
Pioneer
Convenience Mart. Hwy
94W. Lynngrove

SONIC Drive In is now hiring cooks, fountains and
car hops. Apply at Sonic
Drive In, 217 South 12th
Street, Murray. No phone
call please.

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

Read The Classifieds Daily!

CALL NOW
270-744-8866
Equal Er:tor-awn ano rnpleyrnse.
Coponunmes • WF

PROJECT MANAGER,
Office of Capital Construction Administration, Department for Facilities
Management. Full time position to begin January,
2000. Qualifications. Bachelor's degree in Architecture, Engineering Technology, Construction Technology, Architectural Engineering Technology or related field. Minimum 5
years experience as superintendent or project
manager of commercial
building projects. Must be
familiar with all phases of
construction management
and be able to lead multiple project teams simultaneously. Must possess
strong written and commwnication skills. Staff management and project management skills are desired.
Project manager software,
Word, Excel and Autocad
14 fluency desired. Experience with state projects
preferred. Responsibilities.
Manage all phases of construction projects. Be responsible for coordination
of Architects/ Engineers,
Contractors, Surveyors,
Geo- Technical Engineers
and others as necessary
for completion of projects
on time and in budget.
Schedule and direct preconstruction, post- construction, progress meetings and other meetings
as required by the specific
projects. Formulate reports, summaries, memos
and recommendations. Organize, budget and track
projects from funding to
completion. Evaluate construction problems/ solutions. Write recommendations and reports containing sufficient data and information. Other responsibilities as assigned by the
Associate Director of Capital Construction Administration. Application Deadline. October 29, 1999. lo
Apply: Send letter of application, resume, list of references and college transcripts to: Don Riley, Associate Director of Capital
Construction Administration, Department for Facilities Management, 615 Gilbert Graves Drive, Murray
State University, Murray,
KY 42071-3354. Murray
State University is an
equal education and employment opportunity,
M/F/D. AA employer.

NEEDED
Person
in
Lakeway Panorama Shore
area for variety of yard
work. Mowing, raking. etc.
1 to 2 days a week, hours
flexible. Call 436-6076.
Analyst,
NETWORK
Networking
Microcomputer Services,
Systems
Information
Department, Murray State
University. Regular full time
position. Position to begin
November 1999_
Qualifications: Bachelor's
degree supplemented by
one year of network support experience which
includes Windows NT and
TCP/IP. A master's degree
in computer science will
substitute for one year
experience requirement.
network
Programming,
services, systems support
or production support
experience may substitute
for the bachelor's degree
requirement on a year for
year basis. ATM and Web
development experience
desirable.
Responsibilities: Provide
support to users of the
campus network and make
recommendations, based
on appropriate trends in
technology, for upgrading
or improving existing network. Complex problem
determination and resolution related to network
hardware and software.
Maintain hardware, software and operating systems in the LAN and perform other duties as
Application
required.
Deadline: October 22,
1999.
To Apply: Submit letter of
application, resume and
the names, addresses and
phone numbers of three
Brenda
references to
Manager,
Rowland,
Networking
Microcomputer Services,
Information
Systems,
MSU, 112 Industry &
Center,
Technology
Murray, KY. 42071-3347.
Murray State University is
an equal education and
employment opportunity,
PART-TIME bulk mail proM/F/D. AA employer.
duction worker. Operate
NOW Taking Applications commercial mail processfor experienced waitresses ing equipment. Variable
& dishwashers. Must be hours, some evenings and
available to work week- weekends. Lifting required.
ends. Apply in person at Apply in person at
Heartland House. 641N,
Automated Direct Mail,
Murray. No phone calls
87 Spruce St.Suite B.
please.
Murray, Ky. 42071.

POSITION Available for

RESTAURANT Managers
are needed for our restaurant in Murray. The successful applicant should be
energetic, mature, dependable and able to get the job
done. Must be able to work
days. nights and weekends. Can you meet the
challenge? Send resume
to: Restaurant Manager
P.O. Box 1040-S Murray.
KY 42071.

WEST KENTUCKY
TECHNICAL
Tuition Reimbursement Availabie
Train in Mayfield. KY
Tractor/Trailer
Driver Training

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted
LPN
Green Acres Health Care
is proud to announce the
restructing of our nursing
department. To incorporate
this, additional LPN positions will be added.
Applicants should be selfmotivated and dependable.
Competitive salary and
benefits. Interested individuals should apply in person
to: Green Acres Health
Care 40Z W, Farthing St.
Mayfield, KY 42066. 270247-6477.

SAFETY advisors.
2500 major company
expanding. Will train.
Call Monday -Thursday.
10:00AM-2.00PM.
270-444-7564.

tic)]
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470 Motorcycles & ATV's

060

060
Help Wanted

USA TRUCK
And
Professional Truck Driver Training
will be holding a hiring seminar for exp'd & inexp'd
drivers. Our exp'd drivers start up to 340/mi. + bonuses.
drive late model assign. cony. & 90% no touch freight &
more! Inexp'd drivers will learn to drive & be able to
eai-n up to $35,000 the first year.
EOE M/F/HN
P.T.D.S. Office
- 'Si la Cairo Rd. •
Exit 3 off 1-24 in truck stop
Paducah. KY
Wed.. 10/13 • II AM & 2 PM
If you are unable to attend or need more information call
Experienced Drivers
800-237-4642
Inexperienced Drivers
800-398-9908
502-443-3007

Help Wanted
TELLER
Union Planters Bank has
immediate openings for PT
floating tellers. To work in
Calloway, Graves and
Marshall Counties. We are
seeking individuals who
are client oriented, able to
handle repetitive work
accurately. Attentive to
details, possess an outgoing personality & can travel
to various branch locations. Must be available to
work varied schedules.
Interested persons may
apply at the Union Planters
downtown office on the
Court Square in Murray,
KY. EOE.
TRUCK DRIVER
TRAINING
West KY Technical College
Truck Driver Training. Did
you know that many companies offer over $30,000
the very first year? Not to
mention'Guaranteed Home time
'401K Retirement Plans
*Paid Vacations
*Satellite Communications
Train in Mayfield,
Kentucky!
ASK ABOUT TUITION
REIMBURSEMENTI__.

(270)744-8866

•
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wsw.usa-truck.corr:

Local manufacturing company now hiring for
all shifts, all departments. Benefits include
major medical, dental, vision, and life insurance, paid vacation, 12 paid holidays, paid
lunches, 401K benefit plan, attendance
incentive. Overtime is a possibility.
Successful applicants will be required to pass
a drug screen. Must be at least 18 years of
age.
Applications will be accepted Monday thru
Friday, 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. at PML,Inc. in
the Henry County Industrial Park, Paris.
TN.
PML,Inc., is an equal opportunity employer.

n,

WRITER
SPORTS
Murray Ledger & Times seeks

full time sports writer to cover
high school and university
sporting events. Must have a
strong knowledge of AP style and
be able to cover a variety of sports.
Benefits include: health, dental and vision
insurance, paid vacation and sick days.
Interested individuals send resume and three clips to:
Murray Ledger & Times
Attn: Amy Wilson
P.O. Box 1040 •
Murrly, KY 42071
12701 7.534916

ROUTE MANAGERS
GOOD BENEFITS

GOOD PAY
GOOD FUTURE

Schwan's Sales Enterprises, a stable, profitable frozen food co, that has been in business
for over 45 years is looking for mature, personable and aggressive route managers who
want more out of life than a salary and are
willing to work hard to achieve success.
No less than 25K a year. Unlimited potential.
You will be supplied with everything you need
to succeed, complete training.
ADVANCEMENT POTENTIAL
INCENTIVES
PROFIT SHARING
INSURANCE
NO INVESTMENTS
You must be at least 21 years old, have a good
drivitg/employment record. If interested call
270-759-9701 or 1-800-233-1632
Sales Manager Stewart Douglas

Full-Time or
PRN Aide
Experience preferred,
will train. Mature individual who enjoys
working with elderly.
Pleasant atmosphere,
good working conditions.
Apply in person

Fern Terrace
Lodge
1505 Stadium

View

Dr.
Murray, KY 42071
EOE

DEALERS
WANTED
Realistic $100,000+
First
year
profit
potential. No inventory requirements Unlimited growth. We
are a leader in the
mobile service auto &
truck industry for
company's such as
US Postal Service,
Frito Lay, Tru-Green,
Roadway, etc. and a
National supplier of
Valvoline
Oil,
Autozone, Carquest
and Allied Signal Auto
Parts- Seeking one
exclusive "Turnkey"
Master
Dealer.
$52.5K investment
required.
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Call 1-800-758-4808

TOM'S
GRILLE
Cooks and
Kitchen Prep
Needed
With Experience

753-4521
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020
Legal
Notice

el. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3(p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
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Deadline Day & Time

Publish
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060

For Rent

HeipViented

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
BENEFIT PACKAGE!!
PROFIT SHARING!
JAKEL INC. is continuing to expand it's
work force in Murray, Ky. We have full time
positions with medical benefits available.
Work hours are 6:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.,
Monday through Thursday.
Overtime will be required. If you are interested in earning a competitive wage that
rewards performance, receiving paid vacations, holidays, and participating in the company's growth and profitability then you owe
it to yourself to check us out. Apply in person
at:

HOUSE trailer 12X65
Guer. $150000 0.13 0
Must be moved. Call after
3PM to 9PM 474-9866 or
leave message.
MOVING Must sell- 16x80
Mobile Home. 3br, 2 bath.
month.
$250.
per
Assumable loan. Mobile
Home must be moved. Call
436-2625.

400 sq.ft. duplex, all
appliances
included.
garage, 2Br. 2 baths.
Available
10-1-99 7534573.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished Mur-Cal
Realty. 753-4444

ONLY one new double
wide. 28X58. 3Br., 2 bath,
fireplace, deluxe model.
We also have a wooded lot
to put it on or put it on your
own lot. 270-437-4062 or
270-767-9787.

1Br. Utilities furnished.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
2BR, 1 bath duplex. Newly
decorated. Appliances furnished, w/d hook up.
Carport,
no
pets!
Northwood Subdivision.
753-4487.

JAKEL,INC.
700 N. 4th Street

280

Homes For Rod

Murray, KY 42071
150

DO you have a loved one
who needs a care giver?
Medically trained, experienced with rehab and
stoke patients. 20 yrs.
experience. Excellent references. 435-4047

Articles
For Seto

STRAW for sale, $2.00
bale. Call 489-2436 if no
answer leave message.
TREATED
• Spindles
Carved. 2"x2" by 36".
$1.30 each. 436-5170.
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GE Heavy Duty
AROUND
The
Clock
Washer & Dryer. $300
Childcare. Weekends avil767-0912, Evenings
able. Will get your child on/
off bus. North area.
767-9349.
CLEANING houses is my
SOFA, Chair & recliner
business. Reliable Call
32,000 BTU ventless gas
Linda. 759-9553.
fireplace all like new. Call
ear
110
753-0765.

Electronics

Antiques
METZ 45 CL-4 electronic
lash. 6 auto exposure
modes, 3 manual modes.
Will work
with auto
winders. 35MM, medium
format equipment auto---10
45 feet. Complete w/
bracket & Quantum batery. $350. Call 753-5778.
COMpUtOr5
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KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware & Software
Upgrades &
Free Estimates.
Internet Service.
South On Route 121.

436-5933.
Store Hours- 9a.m.-7p.m.
Mon-Sat.
Visa) Mastercard Accepted
MDM COMPUTERS
ON SITE SERVICE
New Computer Systems
Parts Upgrades Installs

Hardware and Software
Internet Setup
759-3556
140

Wantto Buy
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ANTIQUES- Toys Before
1970. Cash paid
Call 759-3456.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
FURNITURE (Antique or
Primitive), Collectables,
and other antiques, 1 piece
or all. Call 753-3633.
150
Arkin
For Sale
3 House trailer axles with
springs & wheels
436-2242.

ANTIQUE Settee & Chair.
Made early 40's. Misaim
style, maple finish. Solid
and usable. Good shape.
$350. obO. 753-0992,
evenings.
180

lawn &Garden
1997 Statesman mower
42" cut. Like new. $750
O.B.O. 474-9866 Call after
3PM to 9Pm or leave message

Ellulement
GT Mountain Bike for sale.
Good starter bike.
489-2036.

)71
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IN The Country. 2br, 2
condition.
bath, good
Mobile home, C/H/A. Good
neighborhood. Partially furnished, including washer &
dryer. Children welcome,
approved pet welcome.
Reasonable rent, deposit &
1 year lease required. 4892939. after 6p.m.

{

gal
Mobile Home Lots For Rant

LOT for rent 492-8488

FOR Rent or Lease.
6400sq. ft. insulated metal
building with 1411 high
doors on 3.7 acres. 3 miles
from Murray on HWY
121N. 900sq. ft. side storage attached to building.
Call 270-345-2269.
OFFICE Space for rent
113 South 13th St
753-6001
SPACE For Rent.
Available now. 767-0035.

Office Space
Various size units

Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621
320

Aproanants For Rent

Muskitil
CONSOLE
Piano
Excellent condition. $1200
437-4432.......

1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.

2BDR
bath; carport
duplex, w/ wsh/dry hk, disposal, ice maker, nice
$425/mo. Call 759-0357
(night) 436-2232 (day).
2BR Apt. 11/2 mile from
Mobile Homes For Sale
MSU. Partially furnished.
W/D available. Some utili1992 Champion 16x70. ties paid. No pets.
,•28r, bath. Like new. 753- 767-9037.
7176.
2BR Apt In Northwood.
93 Fleetwood 14X60, 3Bd./
$325/ month
1 bath, W/D hookup,
759-4406
Central NH, kitchen appli- 2BR Duplex apt. Very
ances including dw, wall to clean,
nice
area.
wall carpet, all electric in Appliances furnished. Call
good
condition.
Must 753-8588.
move, Must sell. $8,500.
2BR Duplex at 113 South
O.B.O. 759-2328 or 47413th St 270-753-6001
1155.
2BR duplex, central h/a,
appliances
furnished.
MOBILE HOME Available now. Coleman
RE 759-4118.

7 SOLID Oak, 911 padded
pews. $200. each.
753-8200.

ies

2BR, 2 bath. 16'x60' in
country. 5 miles from
Murray Court House. On
Paved road
901-7823245.
3BR, 11/2 bath $275
3br, 1 bath $260
753-6012

CUSTOM built deluxe carport, any size, any height.
Available in 8 colors. A
12X20 special. $750 complete. Month of October
Sale comparable prices.
Available for other sizes.
270-437-4062 or 270-7679787.
MILLER
Brand
Spot
welder. Pedestal, pair of
flat tips, pair of tongs.
Purchased July, 99. Never
used. $475 270-474-8346

SPINET- Console Piano
for sale. Take on small
payments. See locally.
1-800-343-6494.

FOR SALE

1990 Fleetwood
Reflection
70x16, 3 BR, 2 bath,
has
central
air,
underpinning.
Located at Coach
Estates
Mobile
Home Park, Lot #A1. Ready to move
into. For $15,000
plus tax. $800 down,
$206 per month.

1-800-455-3001
Starks Bro. Homes
Benton, KY
Call

Crag's)

2BR, 1 bath w/carport,
central h/a, appliances furnished, $475/mo, 1yr
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7532905 or 753-7536.
2BR, 1.5 bath townhouse
for $450/ month. Has all
appliances plus full size
washer & dryer. Freshly
painted, carpet cleaned
and fully spring cleaned.
Good parking. Call Lynda
at Grey's Properties,
759-2001.
2BR, central gas h/a, appliances furnished. $300/mo.
Coleman RE,
753-9898
2BR, Duplex. 1909-B
Westwood Dr. Lease, no
pets. Deposit. 753-8002.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

Fine Furnishings at "Everyday" Discount Prices.
-Norwalk •Stanley -Hooker
-Kimball -Universal -Broyhill
-Pulaski -Restonic -Basset -Kesler

144.,
Free
Financing

TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Look for our sign • 913 Coldwater Rd.
HRS: M-F 2-6 p.m.•Sat. 12-6 p.m.• Sun. 1-5 p.m.
'Ur

teviate
'Mace

C
'Retirement

CO...tuna y

905 Glendale Road • Murray, KY 42071
270-759-1555

Independent Living for Seniors over 55!
All inclusive:

•Non-denominational
Christian environment
.2 meals a day
•MCCH Home Health Care
*Paid utilities
Services
*Housekeeping and laundry
*Studio, one & two
*Scheduled transportation
bedroom apartment.

VERY Nice 2br duplex.
C/H/A, appliances furnish.
W/D hook up, yard maintenance included. No pets.
Call 270-926-4427.
VERY nice 2br, 11/2 bath
Townhouse, appliances
furnished with w/d, central
gas h/a, $500, 1month
deposit, 1yr lease. No pets.
753-2905.
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
duplex w/carport, appliances furnished, central
gas h/a, 1yr lease, 1 mo.
deposit. No pets. 7532905.

Foram*

2210 GATESBOROUGH
2400sq ft under roof, 3br,
2 bath, living, dining, &
family room with fireplace
insert Large kitchen, sunroom, patio, 2 car garage
and storage shed New furnace, roof, kitchen and
bathroom counters, new
stove and dishwasher Lot
offers privacy and shade
trees Ready to move in
Price Reduced $103,500
Shown by appointment.
Please phone 753-0323

CHOCOLATE Labs AKC
1st shots and wormed
Ready now $125.00 (270)376-2728
DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 17
years. 436-2858

2 LAKE Front houses in
Panorama Shores 1125 &
1830 Sq. Ft. 436-5229

3BR, 2 bath brick home.
Great
location,
new
1.3 ACRE. $6,000 & up
throughout. Must see at
1061 Johnny Robertson
767-9349
MURRAY Estates. Lots for Road, North. 767-0405.
sale, city limits. Private BEST Buy in town! New
country style living. Watch 4br, 21/2 bath Formal dinfor our entrance on 94W. ing, large kitchen, some
Call 270-435-4487 or 1- trees. Located on Rugby
888-673-0040.
Drive in Campbell Est. Call
753-3903 after 4:00.

4 Bdrm, 3-car garage, pool
& satellite Located in
North district
All for
$94,900 Call 767-1359
days or 759-0072 nights
BRICK On 1 15 acres
280011 in house 67211 in
garage Lynn Grove area
$69,500 435-4139
EXCEPTIONAL 3br,
2 bath. brick Double lot
town's edge Consider
lease with option to buy/
limited owner financing
753-4109/ 759-8093
MUST See builder/ owner.
New 4br, 2 bath, high vaulted LR. W/ skylights, large
M/ Bed & bath. W/ 2 person whirlpool. 2 car
garage. Attic storage,
patio, city water, gas &
cable. On 1 acre 10L_
$132,500.
753-1245.

RIMS For Sate

LOOK WHAT 5 NEU.)

110 ACRE Farm for sale
70 acre tillable Rest
woods & small lake
489-2036

Acreage

MOUNTAIN Style 3br, 2
bath. 1851sq ft. home on
1.3 acre wooded lot has
spacious open floor plan
with cathedral ceilings,
large windows in sun room,
freshly painted interior and
deck New 2 car garage,
ceramic tile in kit, baths
and utility Owner is KY
licensed real estate agent
Open to offers. $92,500.
Call Kopperud Realty 7531222. s3001742.
3BR -House rin 1 1/2 acres.
5 minutes East of town.
C/H/A 2 out buildings, dog
pens. Consider renting to
right person 436-5695 or
753-4487
470
Motorcycles & ATV's
1985 200 Yamaha
4- wheeler. Newly rebuilt
motor, new tires Racks
on front & back
Excellent condition
$1250 436-2867

MAKE AN OFFER
READY TO SELL

11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract.
Property located off of Hwy
94E onto Hwy 1551, Old
Shiloh Rd, Redbud Lane &
proposed new Hwy 80. For
more information please
view property, review posted data, then please call:
502-441-2253.
42 ACRES, mobile home,
10 stall horse barn.
Excellent building
sites. $95,000.
270-474-2761(h)
270-742-9738(p)

FOR sale by owner 1665
Calloway Ave Less than 2
blocks oft MSU campus
Brick veneer covered carport Owner built Approx
2000sq ft 28r 1 1/2 bath,
Ig paneled den Newly
repainted inside & out Call
753-6098

1991 BIG Bear 4-wheeler.
Adult ridden only. $2800
After 5p.m 753-6740

753-8310 after 6

REAL ESTATE AUCTION

A

it

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY

EASTSIDE

You Can Advertise Here For $6.00
per week -(13 week minimum)
•

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

502-753-8556

At Dave's Mums we pamper
our plants with precise pinching
and generous feeding to produce
some of the finest plants available.
Dave's Mums 'gives you free mums! Buy four
mums and you get one free.
And if you bring us this ad we'll give you a free
4- mum just for visiting. *Hurry while supplies last

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....

RED OAKS AP is.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
UNIVERSITY Apts. has openings for 2br
rental assisted apts. These
apts. are for families, disabled, senior citizens &
handicapped, wheelchair
accessible. For more info
call 270-759-2282. Mon,
Wed & Thurs. gam-5pm.
1734 Campbell St. For
hearing impaired only call
1-800-247-2510.
Equal
Housing Opportunity.

&Supple.

15 -Minutes From Murray.
1996 BIG Bear 4x4. Less
Hardin area. 1- 2br. $350/
2BR. 1 bath. Call Mur-Cal month. 270-928-4034.
than 150 miles. Loaded,
753-444.
like new. $3900. 436-2088
2, 3 & 4BR houses, lease &
1996 WARRIOR- 350.
4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid deposit required.
$2850 753-2905
Available now. Coleman
753-4109.
RE. 759-4118
Gatesborough Subd. - Quiet cul-de2BR, 1 bath. stove & refrigAPT. For Rent. Near erator furnished. W/D hook
sac, 3,900 sq. ft., quality built home,
Shopping Center. 1/2 mile up. Gas heat, 1 month
large open rooms, 2 fireplaces, dining
on 94. $300/ month.
deposit. No pets. 753room, living room, den, large kitchen, FOR Sale Rebuilt cylinde
753-5541 or 753-4060.
2905.
head for 1991 Hyunda
4
bedrooms, 1 acre lot for privacy. All
DUPLEX 2br, 1 bath. 2BR, 1.5 bath townhouse 5-275 acres Coldwater
Scoupe 1.5 liter 50HC
offers considered.
1802112 B Monroe Ave. for $450/ month. Has all area. Owner financing.
759-9215
$375. deposit. 12 month appliances plus full size 489-2116 or 753-1300
lease. No pets! 753-8002.
washer & dryer. Freshly
[
la Used Cars
EXTRA nice 1Br. 1 bath. painted, carpet cleaned
Central Gas H/A, appli- and fully spring cleaned.
1982 Chev Citation. 4cy. 4
ances fumished with W/D. Good parking. Call Lynda
new tires, new battery, low
1 year lease, 1 month at Grey's Properties,
miles. $7,000.00 0.8.0.
Friday, Oct. 15 • 5:00 p.m.
deposit. no pets. 753-2905. 759-2001.
Call after 3PMt09PM 474EXTRA Nice 2br, 2 bath. 2BR 2 bath Call Mur-Cal
9866 or leave message.
52 Governor Road
With garage, appliances 753-4444
1988 Olds Cutlass Chalice.
furnished, w/d. Central Gas 3BR Brick home. 11,2 car
Runs and looks good. Low
Come check out this value.
H/A. 1yr. lease. 1 month garage, fenced in back
mileage, air condition, and
You can relax and let the world come to
deposit. No pets. 753- yard. Screened in back
cruise control Twelve hunyou in this country home.
2905.
dred dollars. Call before
porch, storage building.
M the idol
re
lac day. where you rej_d_ thk_it counts!
10Am or after 6PM 767LOVELY 2Br. apt. near uni- Convenient location:
0614.
versity. Call 753-3567
503 Lynnwood Court.
We've got a great place to call home adjacent to Panorama
1:30-5:30 PM.
Call 759-1693.
OLDSMOBILE
1990
Shores in the Baywood Vista subdivision. Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Toronadol Trofeo. 2 door,
LUXURIOUS 2BR, 11/2 3BR, 11/2 bath Brick home.
Tanner have moved to the farm and will sell their lake area
3.8, V-6. Automatic 0.D.
bath townhouses-W/0- C/H/A. No pets, 1yr lease.
home.
91,xxx miles, aluminum
From Murray proceed East on KY Highway 94 East to KY Route
$695. Covered parking. 31/2 miles East of Murray.
wheels. Dark blue, leather' .
280, turn right and follow to the entrance of Panorama Shores.
Coleman RE 753-9898
$475/ month plus deposit.
Continue to the next road to the left and turn on to Baywood
interior. $5500. 759-4405.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3- 753-3787.
Vista Drive Follow signs to the auction.
1993 PONTIAC
4br house w/was_her & 3BR,2,BathBrick Duplex.
Bonneville. 70,xxx _miles.
dryer, . furnished, near Nadi:142th. All appliances.
Newly Carpeted on the main floor with central heat and air this
$7,100. 759-4406.
MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main Coleman RE- 759-4118.
2,100 sq. ft. home is in a quiet, relaxing setting with a dozen
St. 753-1252 before 5pm,
1994 Grand Prix SE.
young, mature pecan trees in the back yard. This 2 bedroom, one
4BR. 2 bath Available
753-0606 after 5pm.
Loaded,
Low mileage.
basement.
20'
x
30'
lower
level,
walk-out
bath,
features
a
large
immediately. 1704 Farmer.
Excellent condition. $8500
NICE DUPLEX, 2br, 2 753-8413 evenings.
Included in the basement is a built in vault with steel door - perobo. 753-8858 or
fect for security or storm shelter. This property includes three lots
bath.
Fully
equipped
FOR Rent, 3br, 1 bath. LR,
with plenty ofshade.
759-1965_
kitchen
including
eat in kitchen, carport and
microwave. Washer and
1996 CUTLASS Supreme
detached garage. 1301
Terms on Real Estate: 15% Down Day of Sale. Balance within 30
dryer, carpet and tile. Yard
79,xxx miles, white,
Wells Blvd. Central:0as days upon delivery of deed.
maintenance
incltided.
new tires. 2dr, extra clean.
heat, low utility bills, glove/
Security deposit and lease.
$8,950. 489-2921
refrigerator
furnished.
No pets.
FOR Sale or Trade for pick
$450. month, deposit and
753-9240.
up. 1984 Ford Crown
references requested. No
W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer
NOW available- 1br apart- pets!
Victoria. 60,xxx actual
753-2480._.____
Roger Stubblefield - Appreaticg_
ment, furnished and paid
miles Wayne Wilson 753NICE 3br house in country.
Max R. Dodd - Broker
utilities. Lease and deposit
5086
$500. plus deposit. Call
required. Near downtown.
"The Sound of Selling"
MUST Sell! 1996 Honda
after 6p.m. 753-7845.
No pets. 436-2755.
Accord LX. Dark green,
P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY (270) 492-8796
NOW taking applications
asking $14,700.
Not responsible for accidents Announcements day of sale take precedence over all
printed material
for 1, 2 & 3br apartments.
270-210-8535
Apply
at
Mur-Cal
C-STORAGE
Apartments,
902
Northwood
Dr.
Equal 10x15 storage units, 4th St
Housing Opportunity. 759- & Sycamore E. Next to
4984. TDD# 1-800-247- Cunningham Auto Repair.
753-3571.
2510.

Dave's Mums

1%1

1808

2BR Upstairs. Economical.
Located at 5353, 121S.
$285/ month. Rent/
deposit. 489-2296.

1BR like new, dishwasher,
w/d,
available
now.
Coleman RE 759-4118

For Rent

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices
since 1958....

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-540. On Center Drive.
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081.
MURRAY LOCK
& STORE
Presently has units
available. 753-2905.

Neon Beach
Mini-StorageAll Size Units
Available

753-3853
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536

641 Storage
All Sizes Available

753-5585

Wear Headquarters
IComplete Formal
Formal Wear
lart:611 and Limousine

Lou V. McGary

ilabprbss

Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

4it=im
SERVICES AVAILABLE

Over 25 Years In Business
Rentals begin at $29.99
.} Area's Largest & Only in Stock Formal Wear.
• Social Invitations by Carlson Craft.
• Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding or party
Court Square West
Pans, TN 38242 Weddings, Proms
\\.....2:1)642-5300
and Banquets.

1 Insured
David's

304 Main Street
Murray. KY 42071
I 502 753-1300

Completely Mobile

Cleaning Services

"We Specialize in Cleaning"
Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Buses • Brick

David Borders

Phone (502)759-4734

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that
Medicare does not pay. $768 on Part A; $100
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

iMurray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

Ed's Wheel Alignment

Commercial Waste
Disposal

Alignment & Complete Brake
Service, Struts and Shocks etc

All Types of Refuse Service

Mon.-Fri. Edmon Jones, Owner
700-400
15021 753-1361

A.1701V
Beauty Products and Merchandise
TO BUY OR SELL AVON CONTACT
DUPLEX at 113 South 13th
St 270-753-6001

INSURANCE

Carol Block, Ind. Sls. Rep.
270-753-4668 or 436-2421

14
800
.
585
.
6033

(IMPACT PRAISE & WORSHIP CENTER
Hwy. 641 S.• 759-5107
Sun. 10 am. Spiritual Training ('lasses
11 a.m. Celebration Service
Wed. 7p.m. Prayer & Praise

•

•••.

,
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1988 CHEVY High Top
Conversion Van V-8, cold
air, new tires Wheels, runs
great' Low miles $2250
767-0508
1990 Dodge Caravan SE
Wagon $190000 V6, AC,
PS, PI, tilt, cruise Please
call 270-753-7733
1997 DODGE CaraTian.
One owner Excellent condition, 42,300 miles, red,
Kelly's Blue Book value at
$14.360 Asking $13,500
Leaving country, must sell'
Make an offer 753-2157

1982 1 Ton Chevrolet flat
bed 753-0765
- 90 CHEVY LWB. 2wd,
19
350 Maroon, 90Joaoi miles
condition
good
Very
$8200
1981 Yamaha 185 Exciter
11,000 miles Excellent
condition, great starter
bike Leave message
498-8344 or 759-1559
1990 ISUZU Trooper LS
New transmission, excellent condition $6.500 obo
Call 759-3647
F150.
FORD
1991
Extended cab, 5spd. 112K,
good condition $5400
753-2193.
1996 CHEVY Pick-up
1500 ext. cab 2dr. SWB
Silverado. 5 7 liter V-8
Low miles_ 759-4730.
98 Tacoma .22xxx miles,
CD player, dual airbags
Manual trans $11,500.
OBO. 753-8651

AAA CUSTOM BUILT,
Custom Decks, fencing.
garages, pole barns, carports Hardwood floors
installed & finished All
repairs Quality workmanship Licensed 753-7860
753-9308

ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Decks, painting, remodeling, repairs, sidewalks
etc No job too small
492-6267
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, tree work, gutter
cleaning, cleaning out
sheds, & junk clean-up
436-2867
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction •
Remodeling. Repairs.
Custom Cabinets.
Concrete Work AGC
Certified •
435-4272
Including
ANTENNAS
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation

Replacemen
VINYL
Windows Siding. roofing
room additions. plumbing
repairs. and electncal
repairs Fully insured labor
& material. Guaranteed'
759-9414

TRIPPS Boat Dods
Custom built. Portable
Welding, etc.
436-2778.

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
&
bed
fertilization,
mulching Free Estimates.
759-9609

WANT ADS
WORK

ps
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS

T Bair K

at.

BOARDING STABLES

•Indoor Arena
*Round Pen
*Wash Rack

*Outdoor Arena
'Walker
'Private Tack Rooms

Call Kenny at

759-8126

Pt77fttA--&:.?
11: Chevrolet
.
1 Truck Bonanza
.

5.,-r- .tamb Brothers
---•111

Tree Service

CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types of:

Custom Woodworking

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LILLISaiLLISERSIED Free Estimates

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showrod%
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-5940

s49.95

Wood
Electronics, Inc.

753-0530
18" Satellite
Systems
FREE to PRIMESTAR
Customers!!

Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.

DiSil NetWOlt
UK
niteCIY

d7_sti

Tree Trimming

24 Hr. Service _ __Ceonstp_Service
Trimming Full Linli of
.
Hedge
Equipment
Tree if Stump
Mita Lima,
Removal

Carpet Installation Inc.

A-1 Tree Service
Stump removal& tree
spraying.
492-8737 or 437-3044.
Free estimates

CONTRACTING
Rbofirig.'vinp siding-, additions, decks, kitchen
remodeling, restoration
work Guaranteed Quality
Work 25 Years experience Call Walters
Contracting, 753-2592.

s

CUSTOM tractor work.
Garden tolling, bush hogging, Arne jobs. Grade
driveways. Free estimates.
Gerald Carroll
492-6159.

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs. 436-2613.
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Services. 'Cleaning" vinyl
siding. homes, mobile
homes, boats, brick driveways, parking lots, all exterior cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders.
Completely
Insured.
Mobile Phone 502-7594734.

M.S. Construction
Specializing in
Roofing,
Re-Roofing
& Roof Repairs

Professional Work
Free Estimates

ELECTRICAL
New construction.
remodeling, or just replacing a switch
Licensed & Insured
753-0834
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, renkval, stump
grinding. firewood . Insured.
489-2839.
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted No job too.. small
Yes, we clean gutters Ph
753-2388 or 436-5759
HAVE you or your family
been in the hospital within
the.past 24 months'
) Did
your insurance company
leave you in debt to the
hospital'? We can ass's,
(270)435-4645
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country'
or local Licensed &
Insured. Luke Lamb
270-753-2555
LEAF pickup and removal
Free estimates
Phone 759-8606-leave
message Or
210-1270
J W Thomason

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture,
FREE Estimates
Call Today

753-5827
PLUMBING REPAIR SERVICE. AN work guaranteed

Free estimates
753-1134

489-6125

Auto Loans
eler-Me

CIa ziri
I

e.
e
LINCOLN MO mERcuity
US. Highway
45 South

247-9300
I -800-1374-0256

Mayfield
Kentucky

Wheeler McClain Ford can
44•11.111111.
7
arrange financing if you
have been turned down
before Loans available for
slow pay, repo's or bankruptcy No processing fees
Call Kenny at
Every vehicle warranted' '2701 247-9300 or 18001874-0256

FOR LEASE

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE

New 2000 sq. ft. brick building
or (2) 1000 sq. ft. buildings.
Central heat & air, gas, large
concrete parking lot.

Specializing in General,
Bridgestone, Firestone & Summit Tires

Leather, Power, Heated
Seats, CD,Loaded

762-0000
Owner
Ronnie Melvin

has
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$28,779.00
Peppers Discount $2,942.00
$500.00
Factory Rebate

List

$25,337.00

Your Price

avo
AsI
tha
wit
m
mu
res

111

1999 Suburban LT

Di.

St # 99375

Leather Interior, Loaded
7 Passenger Seating

$36,575.00
List Price
Peppers
$4,341.00
Discount
Factory Rebate $1,500.00
$32,234.00
Your Price
1999 Tahoe 4DR 4x4
St. # 99535

Leather, Power Seats, CD,
Front & Rear A/C, Loaded

$38,119.00
List Price
Peppers
$4,084.00
Discount
Factory Rebate $1,000.00
$33,035.00
Your Price
All prices do not include taxes, title & licenses
Whatever It Takes, We Want To Be Your Car or Truck Corn/m.1"'

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12

753-3333 - Days
759-1503 - Nights

St. # 99398

JELD Lawncare
Landscaping

your patterns. You might often find that matters. You may actually have to do this
you have to start o‘er in conversations again, because others aren't processing
and with your actions. Don't be frustrat- or hearing you. Don't fight the currents.
ed! Take stock of your gains and assets, Take time for yourself, read a good book
both matenal and emotional, this year. during lunch or maybe browse through a
Stabilize, consolidate and prepare for a bookstore. Tonight: Easy does it.
dynamic penod commencing in the near LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
future If-you are single. partners are *.* ** Build stronger financial founsometimes elusive, though they have a dations. Now is a great time to invest'
dreamy quality'. Make sure you see others gate different IRAs or perhaps restrucin a realistic light. If attached, your rela- ture your budget. Make no commitments
tionship becomes more romantic as you Just yet: you might have more research to
begin to rekindle the fire of your do. Schedule meetings for later in the
courtship days Plan a special trip for day. Tonight: Return calls.
next summer. If you have children, they SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
could easily pull the wool over your ***** Take charge and organize
eyes. SCORPIO can be a burden at your desk. Though you beam in positive
happenings, nothing quite sticks today.
times
Make this an easy day to relax and roam.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Hook up with fnends and co-workers.
4-Positive; Much that you do might have to be done
5-Dynamic;
Have:
over. anyway. Make fnends; visit and
3-Average; _2-So-so. 1 -Difficult
socialize. Tonight: Treat yourself well.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19)
*** Work carefully with partners ** Take some time away from the
today. Making headway is a slow gnnd if you can. A day off could enhance
process. Quite possibly, you will have to your performance exponentially, allowrepeat a conversation you had recently. ing you to make up for the time away
Handle joint finances; pay bills. Take Listen to another's complaints, but don't
time with an associate and let turn outline react to them yet. You will hear them
his pnonues. Detach from details if pos- again! There is more to this story:
sible. Tonight: Relax and watch a movie. Tonight: Feeling renewed.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Sometimes it is quite clear that **** Sometimes you need to keep
the cards aren't in your hands. Let others harping on the same point in order to be
make the decisions and reach out for you. heard. Right now, you cannot help yourListening to another's opinions doesn't self, and you keep saying the same thing
mean you have to agree with them. over and over. Stop and consider other
Maintain work pnonties. Don't let your- ways to spread your message. Listen to
self get distracted. Tonight: Visit with a an associate: make time for a key meetdear fnend.
ing. Tonight- With fnends, but make it an
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
early bedtime.
*** You may have decided, before, to AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
start that diet or go visit the doctor for a *** Check out a new project idea
checkup. Making decisions without fol- instead of committing to it nght away.
low-through is worthless. Take a hard Another might have a totally different
look at these areas of your life and be idea of what is workable. Explore
honest with yourself. Schedule important options and different approaches. Don't
appointments. Tonight: Walk the path of permit a feeling of heaviness to get to
moderation.
you. Stay_ upbeat Tonight: A must
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
appearance turns out to be fun.
***** Use your imagination and let PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
ideas float in. Refuse to make decisions **** Explore other ideas. let your
yet. as you are in a creative process. Not imagination come forth. Refuse to get
all commitments can be made immedi- stuck in limited thinking. Seek others;
ately. Think about a loved one or child. ask for advice on how to break past a barwhat would make him happy? Take the rier_ You will gain more by brainstorming
extra time to do something special for with those who don't always agree with
you. Tonight: Answer your e-mail.
him Tonight: Get some exercise
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
BORN TODAY
*** Emphasis is on your home life
Actress Susan Anton (1950), actor Kirk
Think through decisions that involve
family and your residence You might Cameron (1970), opera singer Luciano
want to renovate or change a specific Pavarotti (1935)
•••
room. Now is not the moment to decide.
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(270) 251-3128

HOROSCOPES

CLOSETS. line of equipment. Free
Epoxy covered wee shelv- estimates. Day or night,
ing. Free estimates.
753-5484.
Intenor Solutions
TRIPP'S Backhoe
Edward Peery.
Service. 4x4 $35/ hr.
270-753-4499
436-2778.

1999 Silverado
Ext. Cab LT

Garages, Room Editions, Roofing
Siding, Wood Decks & More

759-1591

CUSTOM

7
CC:
CHEMIZT

MUST GO!!

ed
DAVID HOWARD
Inst''
DIRECTV

"Like A Rock"

35 - 1999 & 2000
Silverado's, Tahoe's &
Suburban's

Howard's
Constructioit
Home Improvement

ww-w.woodsatellite.corn
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
and
All brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
Residential or Commercial
HOPPER, 436-5848
Carpet, vinyl, tile,
BACKHOE SERVICE
LEAF REMOVAL
ROY HILL. Septic system,
laminated floors &
• Mowing • Gutter Cleaning
18F T Champion Bass drive-ways, hauling, founHedge Trimming • Dirt Work
•
floors
hardwood
installed.
boat. A-1 shape Must see dations, etc. 436-2113
• New Yard Preparation
Seeding
•
CARPORTS for cars and
Call 436-2242
"Satisfaction
, • Power Overgeeding
trucks. Special sizes for
Guaranteed"
motor home, boats, RVs
- Free Estimates and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
Call (270) 354-9489 or (270)210-1022
R-1 R TREE SERUICEvalue. Roy Hill 436-2113.
Removal.
Stump
PLUMBING
Landscaping, mulch haul: COLSON HOME REPAIR
Repairs, fast service
Tog & mulch spreading. Additions, garages, decks,
436-5255.
remodeling, vinyl siding
Leaf
hut the moment to dream and create. Cal
Hedge trimming
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
20Yrs experience
ROOF LEAKING?
Racking, Gutter Cleaning.
your mother or an older relative. They
753-5592
a
professional.
Call
Full Line Of Equipment.
love hearing from you! Tonight: Nap
Licensed & Insured Free CUSTOM bulldozing & Residential, Commercial or
then decide.
backhoe work, septic sys- I ndust nal . 270-435-4645.
Estimates
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday. Oct. VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
tems 354-8161 after 4pm SUREWAY Tree & Stump 12, 1999:
**** In some way, you could feel
PAUL OMB
Horace Sholar.
Removal. Insured with Tull Solnetimes it might be difficult to-change like you are continually rehashing old
270-436-2269.
1-800-821-6907
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DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

dard lab a day or two later. (in the
other hand. if the test is positive and you are pregnant - call the doctor, even on a weekend.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I had some form
of hepatitis 30 years ago. Since then,

DEAR DR. GOTT: I have had three
ectopic pregnancies. Two weeks into
my last cycle. I had severe breakthrough bleeding and cramps. I called
my doctor on a weekend and he ran a I've refrained from donating blood or
pregnancy test, which was negative. I signing an organ-donor card. Am I
got the distinct impression that he being overly cautious?
was annoyed and felt that I was overDEAR READER: Probably so. In a
reacting. My husband greeted me situation like this, you should seek
with "I told you so" when I got home. I advice from your own doctor. He or
feel humiliated and hope that you can she may choose to obtain blood tests
give me some perspective on this inci- to determine exactly what kind of
dent.
hepatitis you had many years ago.
DEAR READER: Doctors often Perhaps this information would
have difficulty empathizing with enable you to donate blood or organs,
women who have had problem preg- if you wistr to do so.
nancits. It's really hard for men - To give you related information, I
and for women who have not experi- am sending you a copy of my Health
enced this kind of thing - to be as _Report "Blood: Donations &
supportive and sympathetic as they Disorders." Other readers who would
might. I do not believe that you were like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
overreacting; you were frightened and self-addressed, stamped envelope to
in pain, and you needed assistance.
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
Of course, the fact that you required New York, NY 10156. Be sure to menmedical attention on a weekend may tion the title.
have played a role. As a doctor in a
, 1999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.
weekend call schedule, I confess that
I sometimes find myself being
grouchy and unsympathetic to
DR. GOTT
patients who are not truly ill when.
after having worked a full week, I am
contacted on a weekend. However,
PETER
this is my attitude problem, not my
GOTT, M D
patient's! It may arise because I'm
tired and have been working weekends for more than 30 years. So, I talk
myself into shaping up - usually and try to educate patients to call me
during the work-week for non-emergencies.
One can argue about the timing of
your call to the doctor and about.the
seriousness of your concerns
Nevertheless. I'll wager that your
physician would have reacted far less
negatively if you did, in fact, have
another tubal pregnancy.
Don't feel humiliated. You have
options that do not include putting
yourself down. You behaved appropriately under the circumstances. With
respect to your husband's reaction.
what can I say? It's a guy thing; hus
bands are husbands.
Here is a suggestion about how to
_avoi&similarsituations in the future
Ask your doctor if lie would prefer
Charles F. Kettering perfected
that you check your own condition the electric self-starter for autowith a home pregnancy kit. Such an mobiles, and General Motors
immediate answer, would reduce
it, in 1910.
much of your anxiety. If negative, the demonstrated
stana
by
confirmed
results could be

DEAR ABBY: I was lunching
with five or six co-workers the other
day and the topic turned to gay
rights. During the conversation, one
of them said, "1 don't know why
they have to talk about it." I was
shocked speechless because everyone at the table knew that I am gay.
Later, I thought of all the things
I should have said. Then I compiled
a list of reasons why we talk about
it. If you think it's worthwhile,
please print it on Oct. 11, because
that is National Coming Out Day.
ED IN LONG ISLAND, N.Y.
DEAR ED: Whether to come
out or not is a personal decision, and one that should not be
taken lightly. However, your
reasons present a strong argument in favor of doing so, and
I'm pleased to print them on
National Coming Out Day to
encourage those who might be
hesitant about identifying
themselves. It's OK to be gay,
and it's OK to be yourself.

LOOKING BACK

teaching their children that it's
wrong to call people "faggot,"
and that it's wrong to treat gay
people differently from straight
people.(My parents never told
me otherwise.)
3. If we didn't talk about it,
straight people wouldn't know
who we are, nor would they
realize that their friend, coworker, sibling, parent or child
is gay. When straights don't
know that someone they love is
gay, they often don't stop to
think how unfair it is that gay
people can be legally discriminated against in 37 states.
4. We talk about it because
many of us grew up thinking we
were alone because nobody
talked about it.
5. I talk about it because otherwise, straight people tell me
anti-gay jokes and use anti-gay
language in front of me.
6. I talk about it because so
many other people cannot. In
the U.S. military, men and
women lose their jobs for saying,"I am gay," which should be
a direct violation of their First
Amendment rights.
7. I talk about it because I
want folks to see that most gay
people are average people, not
the monsters that straight
people are taught that we are.
Prejudice like that is the reason
that many gay men and women
are beaten up or murdered in
the streets.
8. I talk about it because my
straight friends are surprised
when I say that a movie they
liked was awful - completely
missing the fact that the gay characters were outdated stereotypes.

Ten years ago
Huong Dinh of Murray was
crowned as homecoming queen of
Murray State University at the
football game with Morehead State
University. Murray won 27 to 13.
Bridgette Burnett, Jennifer Brewer and Ann Greenfield are candidates for the homecoming football queen at Murray High School.
Births reported include a girl
to Keith and Carol Ford, Sept.
23; a boy to Cynthia and Randy
McClure and a a girl to Kara and
Jess Futrell, Oct. 5.
Twenty years ago
Murray High School Band took
second place in competition with
22 bands at the Fayette County
Lions Club annual marching contest at Lexington.
Judy Cunningham, Maxine Scott,
Joyce Tidwell and Larue Sledd are
officers of the Calloway County
4-H Club Council.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Ricky Hubbard,
Sept. 16; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Timothy Kelton, Sept. 24; a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Luker Jr.,
Sept. 26.
Mr. and Mrs. John Lowry Parker will be married 50 years Oct.
14.
Thirty years ago
Destroyed by fire on ,Oct.,9
about 11 a.m. were 12,000 bales
of wheat straw, a 1958 Ford truck
and an almost new pole barn, all
owned by Lynn Robinson of Rt.
2, Murray.
Pfc. Charles K. Carson. son of

REASONS WHY WE TALK
ABOUT IT
1. Until we started talking
about it, laws were enacted by
straight people telling gay
people what they were and
were not allowed to do.
Forty-five years ago, nothing
could be sent through the U.S.
mail about love or intimacy
between gay people. Thirty
years ago, openly gay people
could be fired from government
jobs. We could be expelled from
most schools, the government
could close bars that had lesbian and gay patrons, we
couldn't be priests or ministers,
and we were banned from many
professional organizations.
Twenty-five years ago, we could
be jailed or institutionalized for
CONTRACT BRIDGE
being gay.
Laws still exist that prevent
gay people from adopting, that
was only two spades,and the Ameritake our children from us, that North dealer.
can West led the K-A and another
allow us to be jailed for making Both sides vulnerable.
heart. Declarer ruffed the third
NORTH
love to our partners, that perheart with dummy's jack, drew
•K J 2
mit straight people to refuse to
trumps and wound up with 10tricks
Q 10
rent to us, or serve us in restau— five spades, the heart ruff, two
•A 96 2
rants for no other reason than
clubs, a diamond and the nine of
4A 6 3 2
that we are gay. It was "talking
hearts, which became high after
EAST
WEST
about it" that led to the repeal
the first two tricks.
+9854
•7
of hundreds of those laws.
J
A large audience watching on
A K8753
2. If we didn't talk about it,
Vu-Graph expected thatthe Amen•Q 8 4 3
* K 10 5
enlightened people wouldn't be
can pair at Zia's table, having
J 10 7 4
Q 95
DAILY COMICS
reached four spades, would also
SOUTH
make 10 tricks and thus give the
4 A Q 1063
United States a substantial pickup
V 96 4 2
BLONDIE
on the deal. But Zia is not known
• 7
for doing the expected. Instead of
4K8
mechanically leading a high heart,
The bidding:
South West he led a low club!
North East
Declarer took the club king,
Pass
2+
Pass
1•
led a club to the- ace and ruffed a
44
club before leading a heart.Zia won
Opening lead— five of clubs.
with the king and promptly shifted
This was one ofthe key deals to a trump. Dummy's jack won,
of the 1986 World Team Champi- and the heart queen was led.
It was now up to Zia's partner,
onship. It occurred near the end
Fazli, to do his part,
. of- an extremely close semifinal Jan-e-Alam
_
e occamatch between a dark-horse team and he rose unerringly to thfrom Pakistan and a highly fa- sion. Even though he felt certain
that Zia had the heart ace, Fazli
vored American squad.
The hero of the deal for Paki- ruffed the queen in order to return
CATHY
stan was the brilliant and irre- another trump. This left declarer
,c•
m
pressible Zia Mahmood, who held with only one trump in dummy to
ANOTHER MONDAY
...WHAT DID YOU
. NO CONTACT LENS
West hand. His U.S oppo- ruff his 9-6 of hearts.
the
WITH
Ale
AND
MORNING
HAPPEN
WOULD
SOLUTION'?? ARE VDU OUT THINK
'IOU RErnEmBERED TO
As a result, South lost three
lAki INCOMPETENT
nents reached four spades as
If 40U LEFT A DAMP
Of AIR MIND?! WOULD
BUY -THE CHIPS AND
and a diamond to finish down
hearts
CAREGIVER
showed
spades
two
(South's
DIR`IER
THE
shown
IN
BLOUSE
AN)
KEEP
KILL
40U
70
'-IOU
DID
IT
COOKIES THAT
one, losing 7 IMPs instead of win
a good-suit-but-was- not forcing
HOLISE?1- FOR THREE DA`IS
NOT NEED:-.. AND 4011 -Errp,R 110
,
and Zia then had to choose an fling 10. The Pakistan team hung
WW1- Bthl COFFEE ??
on to win the match by a scant 5
opening lead.
When the deal had been played IMPs, thereby eliminating the
earlier at the other table, the final Americans and gaining a place in
contract by the Pakistani South the finals.

Charles L. Carson of Kirksey, is
now stationed in Okinawa. He took
his basic training at Camp Pendleton, Calif.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Edwin A. Wisner, Sept: 30; eboy to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Hughes,, Oct. 4; a
girl -to Mr. and Mrs. Robert H.
Ross, Oct. 5.
Forty years ago
Receiving championship awards
at the District 4-H Achievement
meeting at Paducah were Donna
Ruth Grogan. of Murray High
School, Randy Patterson of New
Concord. High School, Dan Wall
of Murray College High. and
Charles Tubbs, Betty Smith, Carblyn Palmer, Eva Mae McCallon
and Patty Loafman, all of Kirksey High School.
Nancy Morgan of Paducah was
crowned as homecoming queen of
Murray State University . at the
football game With the University
of Louisville on Oct. 10. Her attendants were Jackita White of Murray and Alene Hodge of Paducah.
Fifty years ago
Jack Mayfield, vice president
of the Murray .Training School
Chapter of the Future Farmers of
America, won the statewide FFA
Dairy Production contest, sponsored
by the Kentucky Jersey Cattle
Club-,/- according to Bobbie Grogan, chapter adviser.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Harlon Crouse,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Coleman
McKeel and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Knight. Oct. 5.

Famous Hand

CROSSWORDS
43 Medical
suffix
44 Investigative
agcy.
46 Wood for
shipbuilding
48 Golfers org.
50 Paint splash
53 Ending with
cash
55 Folklore fairy
57 Round Table
knight
58 Flower
61 Powerful
insecticide
63 Compass pt
64 Picnic pest
65 Withstands
68 — the price
69 Having
similar
qualities
70 Nautical
abbr.

ACROSS

FOR 13IMER or FOR WORSE
I'M W GLAD you CAmE
HOME FOR THE WEEKEND.
ELIZABETH

WHEN I WAS ON THE 131.39,
I KEPT FEELING- THIS
ACHE INSIDE, I TOST
COULDN'T
WAIT To
GET HomE

KNOW WHAT I MIS57IT'S THE STRANGEST
STUFF:-THE DoG WAKINGuP, APRIL. BUGGING ME,
Mom N.A&GrING Me TO
CLEAN UP My ROOM,
THE WA y yoU
St_uPP youR
COFFEE!

-THE LITTLE
ALL
THINGS THAT LISEP
To DRIVE iviE
CRAZy.

c--r1 2

GARFIELD
•

i'VE WON
A CRUISE?!

A ONE-WAY TICKET
TO NINNY ISLAND?

ALL EXPENSES
PAID?!

COULD
•AX! YOUAMONG
,

IT

PA.,

BE
YOUR OWN!

•

tit
dibiam

PEANUTS

c

WU WERE TAKING /THERE'S NO
UP TOO MUCH I130-DY CHECKING

ROOM..

li11 ART..
.

1 Roman 905
4 Having wings
8 TV network
11 Something
overwhelming
(2 wds.)
13 Vowel
sequence
14 TV mother
(1952-1966,
inits.)
15 Aunt (Sp.)
16 Became
confused
18 Frozen water
20 Inquire about
private
matters
22 Total
23 Classify
25 Auricle
27 Obtains
30 Cul-de- —
32 Brown kiwi
34 Roman 502
35 Cry of pain
37 — cake
(pancake)
40 Element in
salt
41 Ms. Chansse

DOWN
1 Five (Sp 1
2 'Trapper
John, -3 Container
4 Cognizant
5 Oscar de —
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LOA
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DOGTAG
DE.TOLtR
10)3.E,SEE.CA
1:14A Sir_
EjN!T-REERE Y
UlfrE
10-11 C 1999 United Feature Syndicate
Hoya
6 Ms Gardner
7 Beatty film
8 Made docile
9 Spelling
contest
10 Man's name
11 '—old man,
he played 12 Bnm
17 Excavated
10

1
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TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Oct. I 1. the
284th day of 1999. There are 81
days left in the year. This is the
Columbus Day holiday in the United States, and Thanksgiving Day
in Canada.
Today's'Highlight in History'.
On Oct. 11, 1968, Apollo 7,
the first manned Apollo mission,
was launched with astronauts Wally
Schirra, Donn Fulton Eisele and
R. Walter Cunningham aboard.
On this date:
In 1776, the first naval battle
of Lake Champlain was fought
during the American Revolution.
American forces led by Gen. Benedict Arnold suffered heavy losses
but managed to stall the British.
In 1779, Polish nobleman
Casimir Pulaski was killed while
fighting for American independence during the Revolutionary War
Battle of Savannah, Ga.
1811,
In__
_ the first steam-pow--the-÷thena.
y
put into operation between New
York City and Hoboken, N.J.
In 1890, the Daughters of the
American Revolution was founded in Washington, D.C.
In 1942, the World War II Battle of Cape Esperance began in
the Solomons, resulting in an American victory oveTintiraTafiese.
In 1948, the musical comedy
"Where's Charley?" starring Ray
Bolger and featuring songs by Frank.
Loesser, opened on Broadway.
In 1958, thtlithar probe Pioneer 1 was launched; it failed to
go as far out as planned. fell back
and burned up in the atmosphere.

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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ill

ill

19 Bitter vetch
21 Fabric
measure
24 Child's game
26 Hot — (car)
28 Muscle
spasm
29 Yellow ocher
31 — -Magnon
33 TV alien
35 Halloween
mo
36 25th letter
38 Demon
39 Recede
42 Fastidious
45 Kind
47 A Starr
49 Longfellow
character
51 Fertile spots
in desert
52 Unplayed golf
holes
54 Woman s
name in a
Beatles song
56 Presidential
units
58 Pep
59 Ms &limn
so Astronauts
'all nght"
62 Type of cross
66 Roman 51
67 — — Eliot
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Groceries offering gasoline

Murray State University will name its 1999 Homecoming Queen
football game Oct. 16. Pre-game activities begin at 2:30 p.m.
Queen candidates are (from left) Schanda Banister of Eddyville;
gomery, Ala.: Heather Howell of Benton: Jennifer McKendree of
dick of Bardwell

BARBOURSVILLE, W.Va.(AP)
— Grocery. stores have added a
twist to their one-stop shopping
,,philosophy. You won't flnd.iLin
the produce aisles or the frozen
food section because it's outside
in the parking lot. It's gasoline.
"Supermarkets are getting into
this for the same reasons they
offer other conveniences and that
is -to- attract more customers and
make a profit," said consultant
Harry Hammond.
Hammond, president of HAC
Enterprises in Pollok. Texas, has
helped several grocery store chains
like Food Lion make the transi-tion to fuel and food -centers.
Convenience stores have offered
customers low-cost gasoline and
_high-priced groceries for years, but
selling gasoline at full-service grocery' stores is a new concept in
many-parts of the -country, said
Eddie Yeatts, advertising coordinator. for Kroger's Mid-Atlantic
regional office in Roanoke, Va.
Cincinnati, Ohio-based Kroger,
prior to the homecoming
in Roy Stewart Stadium. the nation's largest grocer, operElana Kornegay of Mont- ates 14 fuel centers at stores in
Paducah and Bekah Red- Colorado, Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio.
Virginia and West Virginia.
"We're still in a test mode, but
so 'far the customer acceptance is
positive," Yeatts said.
Fallowing the recent merger with
Fred Meyer, Inc., Kroger now oper-

Queen candidates announced
One of ffie candidates will he
crowned Homecoming Queen at
Murray State University Oct. 16.
The announcement will come
during pre-game festivities scheduled to begin at 2:30 p.m. in Roy
Stewart Stadium. The annual homecoming football game will kick
off at 3 p.m. _NAM the MSU Racers taking on Eastern Hlinois.
This year's queen candidates
are Schanda Banister of Eddyville:
Heather Howell of Benton; Elana
Kornegay of Montgomery, Ala.;
Jennifer McKendree of Paducah:
and Bekah Reddick of Bardwell.
Banister, a senior at MSU. is
sponsored by Pi Omega Pi. She
has served as president of Pi
Omega Pi, Phi'Beta Lambda, Alpha
Sigma Alpha and has been a Dean's
List student for five Semesters.
Banister has also served as an
MSU Student Ambassador, Fall
and Summer Orientation leader,
College of Business and Public
Affairs Dean's Student Advisory
Council Member and an Upward
Bound mentor._ Banister is a member of Omicrot'll 5iTta-Kappa, Order Of-Omega.
Alpha Lambda Delta and Alpha
Kappa Psi. She has received the
John W. Carr Scholarship and the
-Latira and Ben Smith Scholarship.
As a member Of Alpha Sigma
Alpha she has received the 4.0
GPA Award, Helen Hodges Sophomore Award and the Eve1n Service Award. Banister was also a
Miss MSU candidate this year.
Howell is a senior and is sponsored by Fashion Inc. She has
_ _been. the Fashion Inc. president,
Alpha Kappa Psi public relations

officer, Alpha Omicron Pi philanthropic officer and served as chair
of the Designated Driver Program.
She has been a Fall Orientation Leader,. Student Government
Association senator, Spring Fashion Show director and has served
on the Residential College Executive Board.
Howell has volunteered for the
American Cancer Society, Arthri-__
tis Research Foundation. Bell Campaign, Elderly Care, Need Line
and Operation 20/20.
She has received the Marshall
County Soil Conservation Scholarship, Farm Bureau Outstanding
Youth Scholarship and the Miss
Murray State University Scholarship for second and third place.
Howell placed first runner-up
in the 1998 and 1999 Miss Kentucky USA pageant.
Elana Kornegay is sponsored
by Alpha Phi Alpha and is a senior at MSU. She is an MSU Student Ambassador, Summer and Fall
Orientation leader and Project
S.U.C.C.E.S.S. peer advocate.
She is a member of the African
Ainerican -RecrUiliffetir Team;
Gamma Beta Phi Honor Society,
Delta Sigma Theta, Society of Collegiate Journalist, Forensics Team
and the Student Leadership Development Board.
Kornegay was voted Miss Black
and Gold and placed first in the
Miss MSU Scholarship pageant
McKendree, a senior at MSU,
is sponsored by the Student Dietet,ics Club. Appearing on the Dean's
and President's Lists, she is a John
W. Carr Scholarship, student and
was a freshman academic scholar

Elvis memorabilia
brings in $5 million
LAS VEGAS (AP) —_ Elvis it in archives that have been kept
tans paid $277,000 for one of his
at Presley's Graceland mansion
classic cars and $113,000 for one since his death 22 years ago.
of his capes, forking over a total
of, $5 million for the King of
Rock 'n' Roll's memorabilia during a three-day auction.
"It was significantly more than
we expected," Arlan Ettinger, president of Guernsey's Auction House,
said above the din of bidders and
curious fans Sunday.
A 1956 Lincoln Continental in
which Presley dated the late actress
Natalie Wood drew the top bid of
$250,000 plus $27,000 in auction
commissions. Ettinger said.
The bejeweled aloha cape that
Presley wore in one of. his .last
television shows drew a bid of
$98,000 plus a 15 percent commission, Ettinger said.
A pair of sunglasses with an
EP monogram fetched $37,500 plus
commissions and his personal .9
mm handgun drew $115,000. A
blue police light that Presley used
to plop atop his car and stop
drew
motorists
unsuspecting
$31,000. A green jumpsuit sold
for $75,000.
The money will go to Memphis-based Elvis Presley Enterprises. The primary goal of the
auction was to establish a building fund for the creation of Presley Place, a transitional housing
development in the Tennessee city
where Presley once lived
parents in a subsidized housing project.
The auction was sanctioned by
Presley's sole heir, his daughter,
Lisa Marie. The items were culled
from the Presley estate, much of
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McKendre has served as the
Omicron Delta Kappa National
Leadership Society treasurer, Summer and Fall Orientation Leader and
a MSU Student 4mbassador.
She has also/been the Dietetics Club secretary, Student Government Association Student Service Evaluation Chair, St. Jude's
Up Til Dawn Executive Board and
_
Body Fair Chair.
As a member of Alpha Gamma
Delta, McKendree has held the positions of president, panhellenic council member, recruitment chair and
executive council. She was also
voted the Alpha Gamma Delta
Undergraduate of the Year.
McKendree is a member of the
Kappa Omicron Nu National Family and Consumer Science Honor
Society, Phi Zeta Alpha, White
Residential College Honor Society and the Order of Omega Greek
Leadership Society. She was also
a Miss MSU contestant.
Reddick is a senior and is sponsored by the Collegiate Future
Farmers of America.
A Dean's List student and scholarship recipient, she has been the
Collegiate FFA president and event
coordinator, a Summer and Fall
Orientation leader, Alpha Gamma
Delta alumnae liaison and the Honorary Commissioner of Agriculture.
She is a member of the Agriculture Ltd.ership Council an
was a 1999 Miss MSU contestant.

ates 2,192 grocery stores and plans
to expand its fuel centers to 20
stores in the six pilot states by
the end of the year, Kroger spokeswoman Lynn Marrner said.
The fuel center concept starts
with the theory that supermarkets
already have a loyal customer base
and that their customers have to
buy gasoline somewhere.
"Grocers are generally looking
at a 35 percent to 65 percent
return on their investment and a
5 percent to 15 percent increase
in their stores," Hammond said.
"They can't buy advertising that
can do the same for their stores.
"That's the -reason you see all
these major grocers getting into
the gasoline business now."
--A 10 percent increase for a
store doing $100,000 in sales.a week
would mean an extra $10,000 a
week.
The profit potential is attracting retailers like Affiliated Food
Stores, Associated Food Stores,
Food Lion. Safeway, Shaw's,
Supervalu, Stop & Shop and WalMart to the gasoline business.
Albertson's, the nation's second
largest grocer, plans to add 600
gasoline -units in -the next 5 years,
Hammond said. The Boise, Idahobased chain advertises weekly food
specials and dispenses store
coupons at its pumps.

Ground broken for Country Music Hall of Fame
RENFRO VALLEY. Ky. (AP) to Lynn, who came from Johnson the talent. It's the struggle to get
— Singer Loretta Lynn and about County. In 1972 the 64-year-old to a position to have that talent
250 others were on hand this week- Lynn became the first woman recognized," he said.
Lynn performed Saturday night
end for the groundbreaking of the named Entertainer of the Year by
Renfro Valley.
at
the
of
Hall
Music
Country
Music
Country
in
Association
Kentucky
Pat Keene, of Mount Vernon,
Nashville.
Fame.
"Her struggle has been like the said she hopes Lynn's presence
"There have been more artists
--struggle
youthan
of so many people-Because raises additional private dollars for
te out of Kentucky
c V-can count. I think this is over- you find out it's not just having the project.
due," Lynn said.
Steady rain on Saturday drove
the ceremonies inside the New
Barn auditorium and dignitaries
instead turned dirt inside a trough.
brought in at the last minute.
The new museum is scheduled
Complete Computer Systems • Computer Upgrades • Cable Modem Installation
to open in 2001 on land just north
• Networking • On-Site and In-Store Service • Apex Internet Sign-up
of the Renfro Valley complex,
Russell Shanklin • Joe Nance (Bo)
which has been the home to the
Saturday Night Barn Dance.
211 Maple Street, Murray, KY 42071 • 759-1111
A combination of public and
private money will fund the projaceScuerce etwoutia9,
- 7Ve4eeta Reatucky:1
ect. Private pledges now total
aceScv.etee 01 all gaceir ugetcfrate., occe.414.
$2*50,000 and the state pledged $2
million from its budget surplus.
Rob Rumpke, project director for
•
the museum, said _eight to 10_
inductees Will be named to the
Owner, DWAIN WARREN
MELBER, KY.•(270)674-5530
Hall of Fame next year. Rumpke
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Offering. • Novell Networks• Windows
NT Networks• Personal Computer
Sales & Support • Y2K Consulting &
Solutions • Laser Printer Sales &
Service • IBM Warranty Authorized
• Lexmark Warranty Authorized
• Network Cabling Installation
• Certified Novell Engineer
• Certified Novell Administrator
• Microsoft Certified Professional

Monday-Friday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

We offer you: FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Deluxe Models
Hardboard Siding
CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2' CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2'; CAR (24x30)

..
"1
"

Tel:(270) 753-9562

N. Steel service door
0. 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
R 2x10 headers
0 4x4 raised curb

F. #1 studds. 16
0.C.
G 7 1/16 Blanch..
undersiding
H. Masonite. wood or vinyl siding

Networking &Communications
Hill Networking
Communications provides a
full range of networking and
personal computer services We provide
professional installation and service for
all of your computer and networking
needs We offer reasonable rates and a
professionally trained staff with a combined 25 years of expenence

"I see the grocery industry taking over_the fuel industry like they
did in Europe," Hammond said.
.."Grocers there•_now_ control 65 .to
70 percent of the gasoline business."
Grocers are buying their way
into the market by enticing customers with low gasoline prices,
frequently undercutting nearby convenience stores and service stations by as much as 10 cents a
gallon.
"They already have name recognition through their stores," Hammond said. "They don't need Exxon
or Texaco to sell gasoline. They
are promoting their own name. In
doing so, they are able to buy
unbranded fuel less expensively
directly from the refinery."
Supermarkets like Kroger also
reward repeat fuel customers with
free grocery items or other discounts.
"If the customer fills up and
purchases 8 gallons of gas or more,
they receive a punch on a frequent fueler card. After 10 punches, they can redeem the card for
a loaf of bread, a dozen eggs and
a half gallon of orange juice," Yeatts
said.
Salisbury, N.C.-based Food Lion
said the fuel center approach was
natural for its neighborhood cdncept.

PLUS...OFF-LEVEL LOT

$3.825
54.625
54.925
$5.125
S5.725

1 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 CAR (2404)
LARGE 2 CAR (24x30)

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL.

Pictured L to R: Jill Giannini, Shawna Rushing, Whitney Morris, Anna Tate and Crystal French.
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$4,325
55.025
S5,425
$5.525
56.225

